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Introduction
Science has had an uneasy relationship with the human desire
for personal meaning and significance to our lives. It is
sometimes tempting to conclude we’d all be better off keeping
the two topics confined to separate categories that make
contact only if absolutely necessary.
But science and meaning are connected in a fundamental
way, which artificial categories can never completely keep
apart. This connection is forced upon us by the remarkable
success of the scientific process in uncovering new information
about the universe in which we are immersed. We want any
meaning we construct for ourselves to be on solid ground, to be
based on the “real world.” Science has worked so well that it is
difficult to deny it a central role in telling us about how the
world really is. Even if we sometimes don’t like what we think
science is telling us, because it may conflict with some ideas on
which we happen to base our current sense of meaning, we feel
obligated to pay attention and look to it as a source of information about the meaning we seek.
Evidence that many people sense this can be seen both in our
fascination with science and in our reactions against it. What are
millions of people looking for in such science books as Stephen
Hawking’s amazingly popular A Brief History of Time, and in
other similar works of popular science? Many intuitively sense
that science must have an important impact on the search for
meaning, which may be why they turn to such books for
answers. Most, I suspect, are disappointed in one way or another. Abstract approaches to “theories of everything,” while
certainly important in the search to understand the universe and
v

ourselves, have a hollowness to them that always leaves us
wanting. In one sense they profess to offer the whole story.
But in another, more intuitive sense, we know they can never
be the whole story because they leave out what is the very
stuff of life to us. These descriptions of the universe seem too
far removed from our experience, with nothing that brushes
against the universe as we experience it in everyday life, the one
in which we make choices and seek meaning and a place for
ourselves and our thoughts. Science provides a mental map of
the universe, but it is in many ways an unfamiliar and unhelpful
map, without clear connections to the concepts we operate
with in our immediate experience. Most glaringly, it seems to
lack a clear “you are here” marker needed to place ourselves
within the framework of the map and use it as a guide to the
choices we face in life.
This situation may explain some of the vigorous resistance to
scientific ideas and the continued popularity, despite strong
evidence against them, of so-called “pseudosciences” such as
astrology, creation science, psychic phenomena, or quantum
healing. They address directly the daily concerns of life, and
thus offer something we have a deep and real need for, which
science seems not to provide.
We feel that even when all possible scientific
questions have been answered, the problems of
life remain completely untouched.
—Ludwig Wittgenstein1
We all operate within a framework of concepts that make
sense of the world to us, which we use to formulate our goals,
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hopes, and dreams, and to seek ways to overcome problems
and obstacles as we build our lives. Certainly the universe out
there has much to say about all this, but it’s hard to figure out
what it says when our scientific description exists for us as a
remote framework without clearly articulated connections to
the concepts with which we operate in daily life. So we live in a
disconnected state: abstract and evolving knowledge of the
grand universe on one hand, and the immediate need for a guide
to our individual choices on the other hand. How do we bring
these together, so that we can guide our immediate choices from
a perspective that is informed by and connected to the big
picture?
These connections exist, but they are easily disguised, lost in
the abstractions. The links are difficult to maintain even for
sciences that specifically describe us, our bodies and mental
processes. In some way we remain detached from these
descriptions, still not quite feeling they tell us much about the
essence of the world as we experience it. For sciences that
describe distant places and distant times, the links can seem
almost impossible to maintain. The connections must be
consciously made, the insights from science explicitly
appropriated into our day-to-day awareness of who we are and
how we interact with the world. We can learn to think not of
the scientific universe out there, far away and long ago, but
right here, where we live and experience the world. The big
bang, for example, happened here, in the little region of space
we can now hold in our hands, as well as out there in regions
that are now 10 – 15 billion light years away. We are just now
receiving the glow from a condition once experienced billions of
light years away, but that condition was also experienced right
here, a long time ago. Bizarre properties of electrons and atoms
vii

and photons described by quantum theory can seem abstract
and detached, until we realize we’re talking about us, too—our
atoms, the air we breathe, the sunlight which sustains us. Many
of the remarkable insights from science remain abstract, disconnected from our personal worldviews which are the maps
we use to guide our choices and our lives. But this need not
always be the case.
I suggest that the meaning behind our individual lives, which
science can help us uncover, is not to be looked for only in
regimes where our current scientific understanding is stretched
or incomplete—in exotic theories of the early universe, in black
holes and warped spacetime and the arcane mathematics of
grand unified theories. It is found, rather, in the “ordinary
world”—the world in which we live every day, but which
really is so full of mystery and wonder that it seems inappropriate to call it ordinary. Once we learn to live with a full
awareness of our connections to the universe we are a part of, I
think it’s safe to say the world will never seem ordinary again.
My goal in this short book is to illustrate that the seemingly
opposing aims of “personal meaning” and “consistency with
science” need not be in conflict. On the contrary, the process
and insights of science can act as a valuable filter and guide to
developing our sense of being part of a bigger context, within
which our lives have meaning. We live our lives motivated and
guided by a set of beliefs about how the world works and how
we connect to it. These connections are all around us, in every
action and every assumption about what is important for us to
do. And science, while certainly not capable of providing all the
answers, has a great deal to say about these assumptions. We
just need to be aware of how to use the science, and what to
look for.
viii

My hope is that someday science will play a much more
central role in our varied individual efforts to construct an
overall context for our lives. I hope we will learn to see new
discoveries in basic science not as detached and esoteric
curiosities, justified by the vague possibility of technological
spin-offs, but as crucial pieces or steps in the process of
uncovering humanity’s role in the cosmos. My aim is to help
bring this day closer, by offering a point of view from which
science can be seen as an important tool in your personal search
for meaning in your daily life. Along the way, I also present
some concrete suggestions for putting it to use for yourself.
Working Definitions
The following definitions are intended to provide an idea of
what I mean when I use these terms throughout the book.
Science
The word science refers both to a process for obtaining
knowledge about the world, and to a set of insights about
the world which have been built up through this process.
My definition thus has two components:
1. Science is the organized process by which we invent
possible explanations (theories) describing what we
observe in nature, and then filter out explanations that
work from those that do not work by testing (through
experiment and observation) the predictions they make
about what else we will observe. Two key features
characterizing this approach are the important role of
observation (disagreements are ultimately to be settled
by experiment and observation—nature has the last
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word) and the search for unifying principles that
attempt to connect many different phenomena with as
few explanations as possible.
2. Science also refers to the body of knowledge produced
by this inquiry process.
For a standard definition of science endorsed by various
professional organizations, see the 1999 statement, What
is Science? by the American Association of Physics
Teachers at http://www.aapt.org/aaptgeneral/whatis.html.
Personal worldview
The mental map by which we each view our relationship
to the world, and which guides our choices and actions
through the perspective it gives us on our individual role
as part of the universe.
Science integration
The process by which insights from science are incorporated or assimilated into a person’s personal worldview.
Meaning
A context within which our choices and actions are significant, so that what we do truly matters in some way.
This book serves as a text for the introductory course in the
Science Integration Institute mini-course series. More information about these programs, aimed at putting the ideas
expressed here into action in your everyday life, can be found
on the World Wide Web at http://www.scienceintegration.org,
or by phone: (503) 848-0280.

x

1. Worldviews: Placing Your
Actions in a Bigger Context
Summary: Our sense of what matters in our lives is
grounded in a context of beliefs and assumptions about
what the universe is like and how we as individuals fit
into it. This context is a driving force behind most of our
actions, so becoming more aware of it, and of the
assumptions we make in constructing it, will have a
direct and powerful effect on our everyday lives.
Our “mental models” determine not only how we make
sense of the world, but how we take action.
—Peter Senge1

Most of the time, our awareness includes only a tiny fraction
of all that is going on in the universe. We are naturally and
probably necessarily focused on the pressing concerns of our
personal interactions with immediate surroundings. It’s hard
enough just to stay aware of the concerns of other people in our
lives. It is even more difficult to back away and grant any
tangible, direct, and immediate reality to the overall framework
within which our individual lives are situated. Still, we are
certainly aware that we’re not individually responsible for our
own existence. Our existence now is a result of events and
processes that extend through space and time far beyond our
immediate awareness; almost incomprehensibly far beyond, as
modern cosmology research has enabled us to learn. These
processes are alive within each of us, embedded in the
structures or systems through which our consciousness
emerges. Processes external to us have put us here, continue to
maintain the circumstances in which our state of awareness can
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persist, and express themselves through even our most trivial
choices and actions. The pattern of matter and energy that
forms your identity as you sit there reading these words is an
expression of a much vaster pattern spanning billions of years
and including the entire ecosystem of the Earth that nourishes
and sustains us, the nuclear reactions in the sun from which
light pours out as the driving force behind all life on Earth,
ancient stars whose deaths produced some of the elements that
now make up our bodies, and earlier cosmic processes that
created the environment in which these stars could form. What
you’re doing and what you’re thinking right now is not just
you; it is a vast web of processes of which you form the
consciously aware part.
Though we may be largely unaware of our connections to a
broader perspective, a little probing of our ordinary choices and
actions reveals that they are expressions of an underlying
“mental map” which incorporates our beliefs and assumptions
regarding this universal context. Expressed in the form of this
map, these assumptions have a direct and powerful impact on
how we live our lives. In fact, the shape and direction of human
society is largely a collective reflection of the mental maps or
personal worldviews that encapsulate what the world is like,
and how we relate to it, for each of us. The pervasiveness of
these personal worldviews in guiding our lives and society
increases as we become more technologically advanced, more
able to shape our surroundings according to our mental maps.
We have the capability now for a society in which nearly
everyone could have what he or she needed. In the United
States, only a percent or two of the people are involved in
agriculture, and can produce more than enough to feed all of us.
Most people are currently not involved in work that directly
relates to things that are “necessary” for our survival.
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Entertainment, news media, fashion, advertising, banking,
writing, much of science; none of these seem directly essential
for our survival. Thus it is clear that we as a society have a
great deal of time for non-essential things. If used properly, it
seems we have the power to create a nearly ideal society. In
fact, this was the dream of the industrial revolution and the age
of technology. It would free us from the more mundane tasks
involved in staying alive, freeing us to do greater things. But
what we do with our time beyond survival is all about our
worldviews.
However vaguely, we all hold ideas about where we came
from, where we are going, and how our decisions interact with
the external world and its rules of operation to help or hinder
progress in some direction. To see concretely the power of
these worldviews, we need only notice that the dominant,
driving feature of our lives is the need to make choices. Life
presents to us an incessant, urgent demand to choose from an
overwhelming array of options. We could never act on even a
tiny fraction of all the options available to us as choices.
Consider right now all the things you realistically could do: You
could move your left hand, or your right hand, or shake your
head, or throw this book in the trash (please don’t!), or quit
your job, or go make a donation to the Red Cross, or read a
book on surgical techniques, or sign up for a class on computer
repair, or get on the internet and buy just about anything you
could imagine (and afford), or…well, you get the idea. All of
these choices and countless more are immediately available to
you, right now, and many could significantly change the course
of your future life and even the future of society. It’s both
empowering and overwhelming to become aware of this.
From all of these possibilities, what guides you into the one
you actually choose (reading on to see what I’ll have to say
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next, I hope)? Think about some of your more significant
choices. Why did you make those choices, rather than the
alternatives? What framework of beliefs and assumptions were
you following? What gives you a sense that it makes a real
difference which choices you make, so that you sometimes
agonize about what to do?
For most things in the universe, it makes very little sense
even to ask these questions. Most structures in nature simply
do what they do, automatically and blindly following the orders
that are somehow built into the fabric of space and time in
which they are embedded. When an apple falls to the ground, it
has no choice in the matter. We don’t think to suggest that a
wiser apple might have stayed on the tree a little longer until it
was a bit redder and juicier. The apple doesn’t feel guilty for
hitting you on the head as it falls. Conscious, self-aware
creatures like ourselves, on the other hand, have the unique
predicament of feeling faced with choices about what to do. So
our actions, rather than being guided only by the direct and
automatic instructions of nature, are also guided by a mental
map or worldview that represents the world in our minds.
Strangely, we have the ability to create a wide variety of maps,
independently of how things “actually” are, many of which
conflict with the maps other people hold, and may even
conflict with our own previous maps. And the map we hold
right now may cause us to do things that are helpful or
destructive to the order of things, depending on how well the
story we are telling ourselves is in harmony with what’s really
going on in the universe around us.
In human affairs an idea is a greater moving
force than any physical influence…So the shape
of our future will depend to a large extent on our
understanding of our role in the cosmic process.
—Louise B. Young2
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We deliberate and agonize over important decisions because
we believe the choices we make have significance on some
basis. The foundation for the significance of our choices is some
kind of overall context we are contributing to, within which it
makes a real difference what we do. Of course, our immediate
idea of this context may not be coherent or consistent or even
fully conscious, and it may even contradict some of the abstract
facts that we know about this context. Our assumptions about
it can change from moment to moment, and the immediate
personal worldview within which we act may often bear little
resemblance to the one we would articulate in a more
thoughtful, reflective state of mind. My point for now is
simply that we do hold in mind such a context, even if only a
makeshift one that serves for the moment. However we
formulate it, this personal worldview is always operating in the
background, and has a profound effect on the decisions we
make.
To see this effect in detail, let’s take an apparently trivial
example. What factors influence my decision process when I go
to the store to buy a new pair of running shoes? Well,
obviously I want something that is comfortable and fits my
feet. I try on a few pairs of shoes, walk around in them, jog a
few steps. So far I’m just dealing with a direct and tangible
response to what feels good. Then there’s the latest
information I may have picked up from Runner’s World about
the newest shock-absorbing materials, the best design for the
type of running I do, and past injuries I’d like to avoid
repeating. Here I’m anticipating future consequences for how
I’ll feel as a result of my choice. But there’s much more
thinking going on beneath the surface. Maybe I look for a shoe
that’s made in the United States, or one that I know uses
environmentally-friendly manufacturing techniques. This last
preference opens up a whole new set of assumptions. While
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I’m busy with all these other thoughts about my shoes
(including the price! Have you bought running shoes lately?),
my environmental concern is probably just an immediate, feelgood reaction. But how did that automatic connection between
environmental awareness and righteousness form in the first
place? How do I know what will hurt the environment? Why
do I think resources are limited and need to be conserved?
Conserved for what? What sort of long-term value is behind
this simple reaction? These thoughts are only the tip of the
iceberg of what’s really going on in a situation as simple as
buying shoes.
So with nearly every choice, you make assumptions about
the nature of the universe you live in. If you believe you should
recycle materials, run a government in a certain way, reward
certain actions and punish others, encourage or discourage the
growth of technology, follow certain morals and goals in life, or
even just buy a particular brand of shoes, the foundations of
these beliefs hinge on certain assumptions about what the
universe contains and how it basically works.
The automatic way in which we draw on our personal
worldviews can also be seen in the familiar experience of
chiding ourselves for wasting time. To be able to say with any
conviction that you are “wasting time,” you implicitly assume
there is something more valuable you could have done, some
purpose toward which your time would be better spent. These
beliefs say something about your perception of the universe
you are immersed in, even if you never articulate this
perspective.
To further develop this idea in connection to your own life,
pause to reflect on your activities of the past week. Think
about your actions, the decisions you’ve made, the conflicts
and struggles you’ve found yourself engaged in. This
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illustration works best with topics you feel most passionate
about: the environment, equal rights and fairness, someone you
love, a political philosophy or point of view, your career, your
community. What really gets you out of bed in the morning and
makes you want to face another day? What drives you to
volunteer for a political campaign, or incites you to write a
letter to the editor of your local newspaper? What ideas do you
feel so strongly about that you’ll argue them vigorously with
others, despite the emotional strain this kind of conflict often
entails?
As you continue to probe these questions, once again you’ll
come up against a complex set of assumptions and beliefs about
what is important and what makes the universe tick. For
example, suppose you think watching television is wasting our
time and harming our society. This belief may cause you to
devote time to educating people about the dangers of television,
or maybe to avoid owning a television yourself, or simply to
make an occasional comment about all the garbage on TV. But
to presume that watching television is a negative influence, and
to believe it is worth fighting against in any way, is also to hold
assumptions about what is important fundamentally, that we
would more appropriately spend our time on. Without such a
background of beliefs, your argument ultimately runs out of
steam, as purely a matter of personal preference, of no greater
import than if, for example, you happen to like apple pie while
I prefer cherry pie.
Similarly, if you believe that natural products are better than
artificial ones (or vice versa), you must have some set of beliefs
about what is basically going on in the universe that makes one
more valuable than the other. What properties of natural
products are different from the properties of artificial
substances? What beliefs about the order and harmony of
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nature, and the extent to which it is appropriate for humankind
to fiddle with this order, are behind your preference?
Try continuing this thought process with several important
beliefs you hold. Ask of everything that you feel inclined to do:
“What does it say about what I think is important, that I want
to do that? Why do I think certain actions will produce the
result that I want? What core assumptions are behind my
choice of friends, career, where I live, what political party I
support, what products I buy, what charities I contribute to?”
Ask what beliefs or assumptions about the universe are
necessary in order for you to have a solid grounding for any
particularly strong opinions you hold. In some cases these core
assumptions are well thought out and consciously made. In
other cases, it can be very enlightening to make these
assumptions visible to inspection and consideration for the first
time.
The most fundamental conflicts we encounter with other
people can often be understood in a clearer light by considering
them as conflicting personal worldviews. When you fundamentally disagree with someone, it means that as they see the
world at the moment, your purpose runs counter to theirs.
Political and religious disagreements, for example, are so heated
because they are deeply rooted in personal worldviews. The
stakes are high, because the other person’s point of view works
against your most deeply valued objectives. It’s not simply
personal taste you’re arguing about. You’re disagreeing over the
fundamental nature of the universe and what ultimately
matters, how your life gets meaning in a broader context. Your
own internal conflicts on such matters similarly reflect the high
stakes involved.
The point here is not to decide whether you are right or
wrong for believing in the ideas and causes you support. I’m
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only suggesting that you can benefit from recognizing the vast
web of beliefs and the assumptions that lie behind them. This
recognition opens the way for thinking about how you can best
gain information about the world and your place in it, and how
this information is incorporated into the perspective from
which you make your everyday choices.
Your beliefs, whatever they are and wherever they
originated, are based on some kind of information about the
world. You have been collecting ideas and insights all your life
(and much longer than that, if you consider the preferences and
impulses built into your genetic code), to construct your
current personal worldview; your version of how to put that
information together in a meaningful way. As you gain new
information, new insights, your perspective can change and
evolve. In the next chapter, I’ll be suggesting that we could
benefit from using some of the tools and insights of science as
part of this process that we’re always engaged in. We have
learned some incredible things about the context within which
we live our lives, and our worldviews suffer from a limitation of
perspective if they are formulated without an awareness of
some of these insights. For now, I just want to point out and
establish clearly that we are all involved in this process,
constructing an operational “meaning of life” for ourselves,
whatever tools we use to do so. We all live as if there is some
background purpose behind our actions, but we rarely articulate
our sense of this purpose and try to critique and clarify it.
Operationally, the web of beliefs that make up your personal
worldview is the meaning of life for you, at this moment. I
mention this because the systematic pursuit of the meaning of
life is often joked about as a waste of time, an unanswerable
question. It’s a detached, philosophical question that one
thinks about every once in awhile, if at all. But in a very real
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sense we always have an answer to this supposedly
“unanswerable” question. We could not hold an opinion or
make the decisions we make every day, without reference to at
least a makeshift, temporary, and perhaps unconscious idea of
what matters, what fundamental purpose we are working
toward. Our motivation, sense of direction, and will to keep
moving through life come in one way or another from the
personal worldview that is our mental map of our world at the
moment. And since we live within the context of our current
personal worldview, anything that changes it will have a
profound impact on our lives and on our society.
Given this, it seems that we would each benefit from
becoming more conscious of the elements of our personal
worldview, and from making a systematic effort to expand and
to refine it. We know that our picture of the world is
incomplete and that we can hold mistaken beliefs. We learn,
discover mistakes in previous ways of thinking, change our
minds all the time. Improving the accuracy and scope of our
personal worldviews could thus directly affect the clarity and
fulfillment of our individual sense of purpose. There are many
possible ways to do this, but we first must be fully aware that
we have personal worldviews, and then give some thought to
the inputs that go into shaping them. Later we’ll look in more
detail at the role science might have to play in this process.
The first exercise at the end of this chapter will help prepare
the way for this, by continuing the process of making you more
aware of your current personal worldview. It is intended to
help you orient yourself within the universe as you currently
perceive it. This will give you a starting point as you continue
through the book, and will make your thoughts more conscious,
for you to consider in the next chapter.
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Reflection and Discussion
• Describing Your Universe – This activity is intended to
make you more conscious of your own current beliefs about
how the universe is set up, what properties of it are important,
and how you fit into your own vision of its framework. This
will help you to focus your thinking as you read the rest of the
book, to be on the lookout for connections that are most
meaningful to you.
Describe, as carefully and clearly as you can, what you think
are the essential properties and features of the universe you
live in, and what you see as your role in this universe.
It’s best if you simply describe whatever comes to mind as
important, but here are some possibilities to consider if you are
stuck on what to start writing about: Imagine what you would
see if you closed your eyes and floated out away from Earth.
What would you see as you moved farther and farther away?
How big is your universe? Does it have an edge somewhere?
How is it arranged? (For example, are things spread uniformly
throughout, or are some parts of your universe very different
from others?) What guides the processes that happen within it,
and makes them occur as they do? Has it existed forever, or if
not, how old is it? Are there other planets around other stars?
Are there other creatures besides those on Earth? What are the
most important laws that control what happens in your
universe? How do humans fit into the scheme of things? Are
we important or not important? Do we have a specific role to
play?
The idea is simply to spell out your own personal
worldview in a concrete form that you can refer to. Have fun
and see what you can discover!
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• Consider whether the following passage seems true of your
own life:
Man’s main concern is not to gain pleasure or to
avoid pain but rather to see a meaning in his life.
–—Viktor Frankl3

2. What Does Science Have to
Do with Your Worldview?
Summary: From the many stories we can develop as
worldviews to guide our actions, we need ways to filter
what “works” from what does not, in order to clarify our
goals and achieve what matters to us. Science can be
viewed as the process and accumulated set of principles
we have developed for dealing with the constraints of the
external world and choosing what works over what
doesn’t. So it naturally has a role to play as a filter and
guide in our search for a meaningful context to our lives.
Science is…one of the most important bases for meaningmaking in today’s world. The meaning drawn out of
science by each individual who treads this path is a
constructed, but not arbitrary, product of the human
imagination. Despite the inherent subjectivity, meaningmaking is not mere fabrication. It is a response to, a
declaration of relationship with, Earth and the cosmos.
—Connie Barlow1

I hope you’re now more aware of the key elements of your
personal worldview, and see that this worldview plays a central
role in how you live your life. But you may also still be
wondering, “What possible relevance does science have to
this?” One’s personal worldview is, by definition, personal and
subjective and is ultimately about meaning. Science is universal,
objective, and has nothing positive at all to say about meaning.
Or does it?
The need for something like science in our thinking is an
expression of the constraints we all know exist in the world—a
state of affairs that long predates the formal field of study we
now call science. As we go through our individual struggles to
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give meaning to our lives, to give context and significance to
what we do, or even just to survive, we always come up against
the necessity of relating to the environment around us. To get
anywhere at all, we must make our goals and our way of
thinking match in some way with an external world that
imposes itself on us whether we like it or not. The process of
constructing meaning for ourselves does not occur in isolation;
it is carried out in interaction with a world external to our minds
and thoughts. We know from hard daily experience that we can
be wrong about many things. Goals that we hold in our minds
many times do not come to fruition in reality. Often what we
believe is true, or believe will work in achieving our goals,
doesn’t work in practice. We need a method for filtering what
works from what does not, in achieving what matters to us.
With the emergence of conscious self-awareness and the
sense of choice discussed in Chapter 1, humans gained much
greater power to plan ahead, to organize parts of the universe in
new ways. But paradoxically, with this self-awareness also
comes the power to apparently do other than what is “natural.”
Now our actions are not guided solely by automatic
instructions from nature, but also, more and more, by our own
mental map of the universe and how we fit into it. We make
mental maps to guide our choices, but these maps may or may
not represent directly the “real” universe as we would see it if
we could step back and take the broadest possible perspective
on what is going on. Rather, they reflect the immediate
surroundings in which we formulate them: our society, the
culture of our profession, our local economy, the isolated and
artificial surroundings of our city or community. The
experiences from which we build our mental maps may be very
cut off from the overall process that is making our existence
possible. So it’s reasonable to ask how well we are living in the
real universe.
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This is the key point of contact, I think, between the
perspective of science and the immediacy of daily life. I am a
product of things I did not choose, did not have control over.
Yet I am immediately aware of having choices and of the need
to make decisions about what to do next. I feel a strong need to
make these choices be in harmony with whatever context is
behind the forces that brought me to this point, the point where
I exist and am conscious of having choices to make. So I feel
compelled to try and figure out something about the overall
context, in order to make decisions that are true to it.
If I had no control over anything, then I would not care so
much about knowing the overall context of nature, because I
wouldn’t need it in order to make good choices—they’d already
be “programmed” in. On the other hand, if I had complete
freedom, I also wouldn’t care so much about understanding the
context. In that case, I could make my own context, without
feeling tied to an external one. I wouldn’t need to know
anything about the rules or context of nature if I were totally
free to make up my own rules as I went along. But I know that
I do not always have the power to do that. Choices I make now
limit my future options, in a way that I seem to have no power
to escape from. I must work within constraints that are
externally imposed on me.
So we’re caught in between these two extremes: uncertain
and free to choose, but also aware that we’re a part of
something very important that we did not set up, to which we
feel obligated to remain true in some way.
The rest of this chapter will develop the idea that the
methods and insights of science can play the important filtering
and guiding role in the process of developing your personal
worldview and establishing a network of beliefs that give
meaning to your life. To see that this is possible may require a
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different perspective on science than one with which you are
probably familiar. I don’t claim that this is the “right” way to
look at science, or that it is necessarily the way most scientists
view it as they go about their work. But I do think it is a
perspective that has the potential to change the relationship
between science and society, and to make science a more
meaningful and integrated part of your life. I offer it simply as
one perspective that might prove meaningful and useful to you.
This perspective has two key components:
1. The subject we call science has emerged through the
process of trying to overcome or work with the obstacles
imposed by the external world around us. Nature has built-in
constraints and limitations on what we are able to do. These
constraints hinder our efforts to achieve our goals; or more
accurately, they define the ways in which we have to work
to achieve our goals. We’ve developed science as a direct
response to our recognition of these constraints that are
external to our immediate thought processes. We can’t wish
that we were on the moon and suddenly find ourselves there
merely by thinking about that goal. For some reason, nature
does not work that way. However, there is a way we can get
to the moon, provided that we follow a general sequence of
steps (which involves building a rocket, obtaining suitable
fuel, understanding and applying the laws of physics that
determine the trajectory of the rocket, etc.). Through science,
we try to understand exactly what the constraints are, and to
figure out how to achieve our goals within those constraints.
The precision, skepticism, and attention to detail that
characterize science exist because getting the “right” answer
(i.e. the one that works) really matters, if we want to achieve
our goals. So, to the extent that our ideas about meaning and
purpose cannot be separated from the external reality of the
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world in which we live, and from the constraints this world
places on our actions, these ideas also cannot be separated
from science.
2. Insights provided by science can be assimilated into an
overall picture of the arrangement and history of the
universe, including (among many other things) the emergence
of life and consciousness. To a large extent, our efforts to
give meaning to our lives amount to developing ways to
place what we do within a bigger context. This process is
relatively familiar when described in terms of human culture.
We’re well aware that much of the meaning and significance
we attach to events in our lives is embedded in the history of
our society through our cultural beliefs and practices. But
less familiar is the awareness that this idea can be extended to
a much broader and more fundamental context. We arose as
part of a process that has occurred over a tremendously long
period of time, much of it long before life of any kind was
present on Earth. Certainly most of this process occurred
without our control, consent, or choice. So to understand
anything very fundamental about what our lives mean, we
need to know something about this process: its key stages,
the rules that seem to guide how it works, and so on. And of
course even as we work to understand this process, we are in
the midst of it; the process certainly did not stop with the
emergence of humans on this one planet.
The combination of these two components suggests that we
make use of science as a process by which we gain the power
to do things that fundamentally matter to us. Seen from this
perspective, the enterprise of science gains a new relevance and
a new connection to our individual struggles to do something
meaningful with our lives, and it gains a more clearly significant
role in constructing and living our personal worldviews. In one
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way or another, all of our major concerns are connected to the
underlying question, “How do I gain the power to do the things
that matter?” Everything we do with any passion, from the
basic search for food and shelter, to the most esoteric branches
of philosophy or art, owes its basic significance to a connection
with this underlying question.
Think about some of the times you’ve felt particularly
excited and enthusiastic about your life, and contrast these with
times when you’ve felt uninspired or unmotivated to do
anything. What seems to motivate us and make us eager to
push forward with life is a concrete awareness of something
fundamentally worth doing, which is also within our power to
do. If we agree that life is mostly about gaining and exercising
the power to do things that fundamentally matter, then we can
see why the insights and methods of science are directly
relevant to the search for meaning in our lives. Finding meaning
involves identifying what really matters to us, and then figuring
out how to arrange things so that these “things that matter”
actually come to pass. By providing insights into how the
world works, science is essential to both of these components:
It gives us the perspective to see more clearly what things
really matter, and helps us gain the power to actually do those
things.
A general characteristic of the scientific enterprise as it is
often portrayed and perceived is that the process of “gaining
the power to do things” is kept mostly separate from the
question or the search for “what we are fundamentally trying to
do.” I’d like to encourage a closer connection between these
two aspects of our experience, in a way that will make science
more directly relevant. To begin this process, the next few
pages will be spent demonstrating in a general way how science
can be applied to elements of your personal worldview, and
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will serve to illustrate the questioning and thinking process as it
might proceed from this perspective. The next chapter will
apply this process to some specific examples from Chapter 1.
So, let’s start with our own thoughts as we sit here, reading,
thinking, or writing. As you step back and look at your
thoughts, notice that you feel a certain way about your current
situation, and also probably have certain wishes about how you
would like things to change for the future. As you begin with a
reflection on where your satisfaction and sense of meaning and
direction comes from, you see that it is mostly a matter of your
state of mind. This suggests the follow-up question: Why do
we need the external world at all?
Of course you can immediately see that external conditions
do have a great influence on your feelings and state of mind.
You may know that you feel a certain (good) way when you
have just eaten a nice meal, listened to your favorite music,
traveled to your favorite location to watch a sunset, or achieved
some important personal goal. But for the most part, you
cannot produce the same state of mind merely by wishing it so.
Life puts constraints on us, requires certain external
arrangements in order to produce the internal feelings we seek.
Not everything we believe matches reality; we can’t do things
just by wishing them true. As you continue to think deeply
about your personal worldview, a key concept that becomes
apparent is that you have control and choice about some things,
but many things are imposed on you externally, and are beyond
your control. An important feature of our experience is this
interplay between our wishes and ideas about how we would
like things to be, and the constraints and limitations that are
imposed on us by an external world.
One example of this limitation is the impact of our
surroundings on what we think about. To take advantage of
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this, if possible, I suggest you read the rest of this chapter
(with a flashlight!) out under a dark, starry sky. If that’s not
possible, do whatever you can to set up an environment that
encourages you to think about the big picture and your
connections to the universe we live in. (The reflection questions
at the end of this chapter may help with this.) The connections
between science and the questions you ask yourself in deciding
how to live every day emerge much more easily when both
aspects of the universe are right in front of you at the same
time.
Now we’re ready to think more about the external world and
how we interact with it. The starry sky is certainly an
impressive sight on a clear, dark night. In addition to perhaps
making you feel small and insignificant, it fills you with a sense
of wonder. It confronts you, point blank, with the realization
that so much lies out there beyond our immediate reach, even
beyond easy reach of our thoughts. Maybe there are places we
cannot even begin to comprehend, where things are completely
different from the world we see here on Earth. As you look out,
might there be some other creature, on some other planet in
your line of sight, looking back toward you and wondering, like
you, if anyone else is out there? The immensity of the night
sky compels you to think beyond your day-to-day concerns
and ask questions about what the universe is doing here and
how we, on our planet (which is physically almost incomprehensibly tiny compared to the rest of the universe), fit in.
Let’s first just ask some of the questions that are prompted
by what we see. What would we most like to know, if we could
know anything? We each have our own ways of phrasing them,
and have different emphasis, but I think the general idea is
usually the same for most people when they stop to think
about it. So, I’ll give you my own versions of some of these
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questions to get you started and to get you in the right mood to
think about your own. A good analogy to keep in mind as we
go through this process is to imagine finding ourselves on a
stage for a very small fraction of the total performance time of a
play. So we have a brief chance to look around at the way the
stage is set, at the costumes and props, and maybe hear a few
words of what the actors are saying (perhaps in a language we
don’t understand and must translate). We can use our
observations to figure out something about the plot of what is
happening in the performance, and to figure out what role we
could play in it, if any. After all, if we’re there on the stage,
during the performance, maybe there’s something we’re
supposed to do, some part we play, that we don’t know about
yet. Here, of course, the “stage” is the entire universe.
Looking around, I realize that there is an incredible amount
that I do not know. How far out into space could I go, and still
find stars? Are things the same, way out there, or are they
completely different from what I see here on Earth? (For
example, do stars work the same way our sun does? Are there
other planets made out of the same elements, the same kinds of
rocks, as our Earth?) But even more disconcerting than not
knowing about so many things way out there in space is how
little I know even about myself. Where did I come from? I can
only remember a quarter century of history, yet people tell me
that they can remember things that happened before I was
born. History books tell me that there were entire civilizations
long before ours, which thrived for thousands of years in some
cases. Should I doubt the words of these books, I can find more
direct evidence that things were happening hundreds, thousands, or more years ago. There are artifacts, remains of the
great works of past cultures, which lend support to the idea
that these societies really existed. I can use this evidence to put
together a history and a mental picture of what went on in the
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past and how some events led to others.
The same sort of evidence, though sometimes more subtle,
exists for events in the history of nature. The rings on a fallen
tree indicate that it survived hundreds of cycles of the seasons
before falling to a storm or a saw blade. The craters on the
moon look very much as if they are the result of objects that
have smashed into its surface at high speeds. But if this is true,
many of these impacts must have happened millions or billions
of years ago. A large asteroid that may have hit the Earth 65
million years ago left behind trace elements that give away its
presence and may reveal some of its secrets. The history of
how the solar system must have formed 4.5 billion years ago is
expressed in what the solar system looks like today. The
composition of stars reveals something of their history. If we
know how to interpret the evidence, we can put together a
history of the entire universe, just as we can put together a
history of our society. We often forget that this universal
history is our history; it describes the events that have made us
what we are, just as surely as the more recent and accessible
history of the society we live in tells a story of how we came
to be as we are today.
So where was I when all of these great events were going on?
Perhaps a more appropriate question: Where was whatever was
to become me? What was it doing to prepare itself, to make it
possible someday to become me? Did it know what it was
doing, that it was progressing in organization and complexity to
someday become me? Of even more pressing importance: What
will happen to the stuff that makes up me when it is finished
being me?! After I have returned to “dust,” will the dust keep
any memory of the fact that it was once not “mere” dust, but
rather the remarkable structure that was me?
Whatever the answer to the last question, there is still much
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that I can do before that happens, while I still definitely am me.
But what should I do? I am fortunate to live in a place and time
at which I have great choice about what to do with my life.
What I really mean by this is that I live in a circumstance in
which many of the needs that are externally imposed upon me,
as necessary for my continued consciousness, can be met with
relatively little extra effort on my part. As long as I can find
some way to make a living (by carrying out actions that allow
me to tap into a system that can provide my needs), I can do as
I please. Should I be spending my time writing this book?
Should I spend most of my life in quiet contemplation and
thought, trying to understand how I came to be here and trying
to ignore physical concerns as much as possible? Should I
follow a life of action, in which I work to change things, to
protect the environment of our planet, or to build better
conditions for people whose basic needs are met only with
great struggle? Or what about those stars out there? Should I
peer through telescopes to try to understand more of what is
out there, in the hope of finding where our human destinies lie?
Or should I work on building rockets, designing spacecraft and
propulsion systems that can take people out to discover what
is there, instead of only looking passively from far away? Or
should I stop trying to explore further and find out more, and
instead believe that the answers to how we should live are
already known to us? Should I strictly follow the teachings of
one of the world’s great religions, believing that if I am
successful in following the rules, I will have helped accomplish
what mankind is supposed to do? But then, there are many
religions, with different beliefs and different rules. Which one
should I choose?
All these questions seem to be driven by the feeling that we
want what we do to matter, to have some context in which our
actions are grounded. Let’s try to trace through a little of how
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our thinking develops on this.
Early on we learn that some things are “worthwhile” to do,
and some things are not, that are considered to be a “waste of
time.” Our feelings that we are doing well as opposed to
goofing off or wasting time are based on this. In school we
should focus on our studies and work hard, rather than causing
trouble, daydreaming, or playing games. Studying is usually
considered superior to watching television, for example. But
what is it that distinguishes these categories? Maybe it’s a
matter of what is most beneficial in the long run. Playing games
may be more fun now. But we gradually learn that if we forego
immediate rewards, we may be able to get much greater rewards
in the future. I may not feel like memorizing names and dates
for a history test tomorrow. But if I do this now, I probably
will do well on the test, and will feel good about it then.
Now that I have begun to realize it is better to look at things
that accomplish something worthwhile, in the long run, I can
continue to look on a higher level, further ahead. I begin to
wonder, “Why does it really matter that I do well on a test?” I
feel good about it; I may receive praise for it. But why do I feel
good? Why do I receive praise? What is it that makes this more
worthwhile than, say, having spent the time playing soccer
instead of studying, and then getting a poor grade on the test? (I
love history, but I have to admit that, at any given moment,
playing soccer usually sounds much more tempting than
studying for a history test!)
Somehow it seems that our society has set an importance on
the longer-term goals. It is not really just my performance on
the test that is being rewarded (though the deeper basis for the
reward may be long forgotten in most cases). If, in the process
of preparing for the test, I really did learn something about
history, I will be better able to contribute to the development
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of my society in the future. I will have a better understanding
of the past, of how we came to be where we are today, and so
may have a better view of where we should be going in the
future.
This suggests that we should move the feeling of wanting
significance for things up to the level of the society. Here it
may be easier to see why a view for the long term is important.
We have made great progress in gaining for ourselves the
material freedom we have today. We can, for example, hop in a
car and drive nearly anywhere we wish to go. We enjoy this
freedom, and as individuals want to take full advantage of it.
However, without any restraint on its use, the society would
quickly lose the benefits of it. We could quickly run out of the
fuel that makes automobile travel possible, or we could damage
the environment sufficiently to make other aspects of our lives
less pleasant. We must put off some of what we would like to
do now in order for progress to continue in the future. Once it
occurs to you to really see and think about the distant future, a
whole new world is opened. You begin to think not just of
what you want right now, but why you want those things, and
what long-term significance trying to get them will have.
But once again we can ask why our concern for the future
matters. Why do we believe in progress at all? We consider it
important that we conserve resources so that our planet is not
destroyed in the next hundred years or so. But it is clear that it
will not last forever in its present form. Change is an inherent
part of nature. We have only a limited supply of resources on
Earth, so no matter how conscientious we are, if we are
converting some resources into others, we cannot continue that
same process indefinitely. Our sun is gradually changing its
composition, and someday will not be able to sustain life on
Earth through the processes it carries out now. What are we
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working toward? Is there anything that will have a permanent
significance? We somehow feel that there must be (this feeling
seems to be the origin of our interest in long-term benefits of
our actions), but it is very difficult to understand how or what
form such permanence would take.
If there is some purpose that we ought to try to carry out,
what will be the result if we find and carry out that purpose?
Can it have any permanent, long-term significance? Suppose we
did accomplish whatever it was that we were supposed to do.
What then? Does the universe reach the state of harmony that
it has been seeking, and remain that way forever? But what
happens during this “forever?”…
Before we drive ourselves completely crazy, let’s pause to
notice that the act of fighting against odds and struggling to
accomplish things seems inseparably linked to any notion of
purpose. Somehow it does matter that we have goals, and that
we have obstacles in the way of our goals, so we can work to
achieve them. It must be subtle, whatever the resolution, and
we are probably still a long way from finding it. You probably
have some ideas about this but, like me, are not sure where they
lead or where they can end.
Are we to conclude from all this that the task is hopeless,
that it doesn’t make sense for there to be significance to
anything that we do? I don’t think so. The very fact that we
feel a desire for meaning must come from somewhere. Whatever
it is about the universe that makes it possible for us to want
meaning seems likely to also provide possible ways to meet
this need. I think the conclusion is just that the understanding
will be much more difficult, and is much further off, than any
simple answer that can be quoted to give our lives a purpose.
But that’s okay; otherwise it would not be so interesting, or so
significant, if we ever do understand it.
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These meditations under the stars were meant only to remind
you, to put you in a mood of greater awareness of these
questions, and to recognize the interaction with your environment that must occur to generate any kind of answers to these
questions. This is important because the questions are often
vaguely defined and easily lost among everyday concerns, so
the atmosphere and the mood are important for understanding
them. It is something like the feeling one gets in listening to a
powerful piece of music, so that it seems there is some
meaning, something wonderful going on behind it all, but the
feeling is easily lost when the music stops.
Now that we have some broad, long-term ideas of the kinds
of things we’d like to think about, maybe we should start
asking more specific questions, looking to everyday activities
that are very familiar, as a way to get started on our questions.
For me, running provides a good example. I enjoy the
competition and the challenge of trying to push the limits of
what I can do. When I’m running in a race, it always seems
that, if I have the will power, I can make myself go just a little
bit faster. I always feel I have the choice to push a little harder,
and it seems that I should be able to continue this process
indefinitely. But something is wrong. I haven’t yet made it to
the Olympics, and I’m not optimistic about doing so! I cannot
run as fast as I wish. What is the relation between my free will
and the limitations on me? I can force myself to stay awake to
finish a last minute project, or to run faster, or perhaps to stay
alive if I’m badly injured, but only up to a point. Eventually I
must sleep, must slow down, must die.
This relates closely to our earlier questions about purpose
and meaning. In order for our actions to be significant, we want
to be able to take at least some credit for them. I want my
success on the history test to have had at least something to do
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with my own efforts. How could I feel proud of myself for my
success if I had no choice in the matter, if I did well simply
because I was lucky enough to have a good memory, or to have
been told so often that I should study, that I did it without
thinking? The idea of fighting against odds, of struggling to
succeed, has significance only if there is something real to
struggle against. We need some way for our actions to be
limited by constraints, yet which still allows us to struggle to
overcome the constraints.
Why is the universe such that it has the right kinds of
constraints and limitations to allow this struggle? It causes pain
and suffering, but also hope and glory. This is a deep mystery,
and one that will likely be a focus of our thoughts. But again we
seem to be at an impasse. How do we go about understanding
the mystery better? How do we discover how the world came
to be the way it is, and why it is that way? The last example of
thinking about running gives a hint toward a good approach,
which will bring us back to the perspective on science with
which the chapter began. We have ended up asking very
fundamental questions about free will, but because the
questions were tied to a specific situation, we are not working
in an abstract vacuum. We have a way to focus our thinking, an
example to go back to if we start getting lost, and something
specific on which to test out any new ideas we may come up
with. This is the value that I think ideas from science can offer
to our efforts to understand our place in the universe.
Of course, we don’t have to believe that we should try to
find out why the universe allows the possibility of struggle to
overcome difficulties. We could just accept that it means there
is some purpose we should try to carry out. Or we could give
quick answers that propose to solve the mysteries, but don’t
really solve them on a deep level. Then we could believe that
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we really are pursuing the purpose set out for us, and devote all
our energies to it and unleash the full power of human
creativity on this goal.
In other words, we could settle for stories that explain what
we don’t understand in terms of our own very limited
experiences so far. This is fine for a start. It seems best to begin
with what we are familiar with in order to have something to
work from. In fact, that’s really all we can do—we can only
start from what we know. Generating scenarios for how the
meaning we seek might be implemented in the real universe is
an important part of our progress. The problem comes when
these stories become enshrined as the final word on the
questions they address. This may give us security, and cover
up our fear of the unknown, at least temporarily. But it would
be a shame, because it would cause us to stop asking questions,
at a point so early in our understanding that we’re only just
beginning even to understand what questions to ask. By settling
on final answers based on very limited knowledge, we risk
stifling the sense of cosmic perspective that was beginning to
open up for us. And ironically, this would also betray the very
goals, the desire for meaning and purpose, which make us want
answers and certainty in the first place. After all, if we’re going
to be passionate about wanting to do what’s right, don’t we
owe it to ourselves to explore, as widely as possible, all the
ideas about what’s really right?
Fortunately, there is another option. This is the option that I
hope you will develop or become aware of as you continue to
read and to contemplate the role of science in your questioning
process. Perhaps we cannot start out by answering such big
questions as, “Where did the universe come from?” or, “What
role do I play in the context of the universe?” These questions
only guide our efforts, leading us toward the understanding we
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are after but are unsure of how to clearly define. We can,
however, begin with smaller pieces, to work toward a better
understanding. We can start out by asking more manageable
questions about the universe as we see it around us, keeping in
the back of our minds that we want to work toward the
answers to our original questions.
We should keep in mind, as well, that our original questions
may change as we gain a clearer understanding of this
“something” that we are after. Our subsequent learning may
cause us to completely change the questions we ask. This does
not mean that the original question was a waste of time, though.
Without it we would not have had a starting place, and might
never have made any progress at all. It gives us a path to
follow, and once we are moving along a path there is hope for
progress, even if the progress leads to something other than our
original destination.
With these reflections as background, we can return now to
reconsider the question that opened this chapter: What does
science have to do with your personal worldview? The answer,
I think, begins with another question: Do you believe some of
your actions, and the outcomes produced by some actions,
matter more than others? I suspect most everyone will answer
“yes” to this question. We certainly behave as if we believe
some actions are better or more important than others. Every
time we criticize or praise someone’s behavior, we are asserting
this belief. So then doesn’t the essence of what matters in life,
what drives our path through life in a positive way, boil down
to figuring out what actions really matter in some deeper
context, and then gaining the power to do those things? But this
task is quite overwhelming, as anyone who has ever sat down
and tried to “figure things out” all at once surely knows. Our
thinking quickly goes in circles. We come up against
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contradictions, things we seemingly cannot ever know, and can
end up thinking it’s all hopeless and there is no way to make
progress of any kind at all. My suggestion here is that science
and its key insights, while far from providing all the answers,
can provide a guide and a structure to our process of moving
through life in a way that makes progress in understanding a
possible context within which our actions matter.

Reflection and Discussion
• Self-reflection questions to help strengthen your
awareness and connection to science and the world around
you – As we ask ourselves what our lives mean and how we fit
into things, information from science becomes valuable for
shedding light on the overall framework within which we try to
construct meaningful lives for ourselves.
These questions provide a way for you to develop a dialog
with yourself (and others, if you wish) about the kinds of
topics that matter most to you. They will help you become
more actively aware of your connections to the rest of the
universe, and of which insights from science might be most
valuable in helping to answer your questions. By answering
some of the questions you can begin to turn this into an active
process of discovering connections for yourself. They are
intended to trigger your thinking and connect you to ideas that
will help you answer the general question:
What are the most important questions you have (related to
understanding your place in the scheme of things) that you
wish scientists would address and provide you with
information about?
For many of the questions listed below, there are no “right”
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or “wrong” answers. They are meant to help you become more
aware of your own thinking about your world. Pick and choose
questions that are interesting or helpful to you.
These questions may also be found in electronic form at
www.scienceintegration.org. You can submit your answers
there, to get involved in a dialog with others who are pursuing
similar questions.
Awareness of your surroundings
• Have you ever seen a full moon in the middle of the
day? Where was it in relation to the sun and in relation
to the directions (N–S–E–W) on Earth?
• What is the nearest plant to your front door? Does it
have edible, medicinal, or other uses?
• At about what time did the sun rise and set
yesterday?
• What phase is the moon in now and at about what
time will it rise tomorrow?
• Where is your nearest source of fresh water?
• What was the first thing you thought about when
you woke up this morning?
• When do you pay the most attention to the world of
nature around you? Early in the morning when the
birds are singing? At sunset? Whale watching? Hiking?
Feeding pigeons? What kinds of activities most easily
put you in a frame of mind where you are aware of the
big picture of the world you are a part of? When do
you feel most connected to processes extending
beyond your immediate surroundings?
• Are there elements in our solar system that are not
found on Earth?
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Thinking about origins
• Where did the Earth come from?
• Where does life come from?
• Does it bother you to think that humans evolved
from other species? Why or why not? If it does bother
you, can you come up with a way to interpret it that
might make it more acceptable?
• What are our bodies made of? Where did this material
come from? Trace it as thoroughly and as far back as
you can.
• Why do you think we developed the ability to think
and feel? How did consciousness develop, and what
purpose does it serve for the universe that produced
us, that we are able to think?
• What are shooting stars? What are they made of, and
what causes them?
• Do objects from space ever land on Earth? If so, how
often, and how big are the objects? What are they made
of? If not, why not?
Cause/effect links and interactions
• What are some of the ways your thoughts affect the
world around you?
• What are some of the ways the world around you
affects your thoughts?
• What positive effects do humans have on the Earth?
• What negative effects do humans have on the Earth?
• What effect does the moon have on the Earth, if any?
What would be different about the Earth if the moon
did not exist?
• How would your bioregion be different if the Earth’s
average temperature were 10° F warmer (or colder)?
• Why does the moon have craters? What caused them?
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Why don’t we see craters like them on Earth?
• List some of the ways the sun affects you (as many
as you can). How is your life connected to what goes
on in the sun?
• What would happen to our solar system and to Earth
in particular, if Mars suddenly disappeared?
• Do you know what happens to the trash you put out
to be picked up in your neighborhood?
• Do you know what happens to materials you put out
to be recycled in your neighborhood?
• Why do you think an old song or the smell of a
flower can bring back memories so instantly and
vividly? How does this work?
Relating scientific explanations to everyday experience
• What does it mean if a red-tailed hawk is hanging out
in your neighborhood? What else must also be there?
• Describe a wind in terms of the atomic theory of
matter. Can you make this explanation fit with your
direct experience of wind?
• If your chair is made of atoms that are mostly empty
space, why don’t you fall through it?
• Why is ash harder than cedar wood?
Attitudes and perceptions about science
• What comes to mind when you hear the word
“science?” Don’t evaluate or filter your answers; just
write down a few things you automatically associate
with the subject.
• Summarize your previous experiences with science.
Particularly helpful will be experiences not in a science
class. What questions about the world have most
sparked your curiosity? What experiences with science
have most turned you off of the subject?
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• Describe how you use the information you learn in
science classes in your daily life, and how this
information impacts the way you perceive the world.
Are there any ideas you associate with science that
you feel have significantly changed how you act, how
you live?
• List some beliefs you hold (or once held) that you
would classify as “superstitions.” Where do you think
these beliefs come from? Why do (did) you believe in
them? What makes you label them as superstitions?
• Do you think it is important to understand things like
why the constellations are in different places at
different seasons, why cats have retractable claws,
why there is mostly basalt rock around your city, or
how your cells work? Does it make any difference to
your life, to know such things? Does such knowledge
change the way you look at your life in relation to the
universe? Does this knowledge make you happy or
sad, feel purposeful or obsolete?
• Do you think science takes away magic, purpose, or
fun in life? If so, can you think of ways it could it be
changed (either in how it’s practiced or how it is
taught) so it would not do this? In other words, try to
identify specific things about science, either its attitude
and approach to the world or specific discoveries it has
made, which make you feel it has taken magic and
purpose out of the world. On the other hand, if you
think science adds magic, purpose, or fun to your life,
try to explain why.
• Do you think you would be happier if our culture
told and believed in myths about nature that made the
world alive and magical and purposeful, even if these
stories were “inaccurate?”
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• It seems to be human nature to complain, to wish
things were different than they are. So here’s your
chance to remedy all these problems! In the last
chapter you described the universe as you actually
perceive it. Now describe the properties of your “ideal
universe.” What kind of universe would make you feel
most welcome, most at home, most certain that your
life was meaningful? How would such a universe
operate? What would be in it?
• Which of the elements of your ideal universe (if any)
do you think are contradicted by the findings or the
worldview associated with science?
• Do you consider yourself to be part of nature?
What’s the basic difference between something that is
natural and something that is artificial?
• How do you decide whether the use of certain
technologies is right or wrong? Consider nuclear
power, genetically engineered foods, or driving a
gasoline-powered automobile, for example. What
factors enter into your opinion about whether these
technologies are good or bad?
• Is global warming bad, if it is caused by natural
changes in the sun? Is global warming bad if it is caused
by the increase in carbon dioxide produced by humans?
Why/why not, in each case?
• Are forest fires bad? Why/why not?
• Are earthquakes bad? Why/why not?
• What fundamentally makes something good or bad?
What criteria do you use to assign these categories?
• What are the most important things you’ve learned
from science?
• Is the scientific view of the universe beautiful?
• Where do you get your beliefs about the great
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questions of life: Where do I come from; what is my
purpose here; etc.?
• Do you think science can provide all, some, or none
of the answers to these kinds of questions?
• Where does the authority of science to describe the
world dwindle, in your mind? Where do you draw
boundaries between the parts of your experience where
science applies, and the parts where it does not? Do
these boundaries occur at questions of consciousness,
morality, religion, or somewhere else, or not at all?
• Do you think science is the only, best, or worst set of
tools with which to reliably interpret the world?
• A wider awareness of the universe and your connections to it
provides a greater variety of ways for you to find meaning in
your life, as suggested by this quotation:
[Our] role consists of widening and broadening
the visual field of [a person] so that the whole
spectrum of personal meaning becomes conscious and visible to him.
—Viktor Frankl2

3. Applying this Perspective
in Your Own Life
Summary: This chapter provides examples of how we
can approach events in our lives to feel a direct connection
between our daily actions and a deep, broad context that
makes these actions matter. How can we feel ourselves
contributing directly to some greater context, something
that is significant, with every action we take? And most
importantly, how can we organize an approach that makes
real, tangible progress regarding deep questions that are
notoriously slippery?
A healthy consciousness is like a spider’s web, and you
are the spider in the centre. The centre of the web is the
present moment. But the meaning of your life depends on
those fine threads which stretch away to other times,
other places, and the vibrations that come to you along
the web…Normally, your consciousness is like a very
small spider’s web; its threads don’t stretch very far.
Other times, other places, are not very real to you…And
our lives are turbulent, like living in a strong wind, so
the web gets broken pretty frequently. But sometimes the
wind drops, and you manage to create an enormous web.
And suddenly, distant times and distant places become
realities, as real as the present moment, sending their
vibrations down into your mind.
— Colin Wilson1

At this point some specific examples may help illustrate what
it might be like to live in a way that uses science as a core part
of how you view your relationship to the world, and as an
important tool in your worldview-development process. The
common feature of the frames of mind built up by these
examples is a sense of connection to a bigger system, which
helps you feel part of something that matters. In one way or
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another, when we seek meaning we are seeking a way to view
our individual actions as grounded in a broader context. The aim
here is to provide a glimpse of how you might use a
perspective informed by insights from science in order to do
this in your own life. As I hope will be clear from the range of
examples, you could truly do this with anything in your life.
My examples serve only as illustrations, to point the way. It’s
important to emphasize also that this process will not give you
immediate answers. Rather, it helps you hook into a process
that provides an organized way to generate ideas and try out
answers, in a way that is connected to your ordinary experience
and concerns. It allows science to feed into your meaningmaking effort, rather than leaving it compartmentalized in a
detached and abstract realm. The perspective is guided by this
idea: We seek to ground what we do in something deeper. But
often, we don’t connect our own daily lives with the universe
out there, to see that there is something real going on, that our
struggles can truly matter. The thinking process I’m trying to
illustrate is really just a way to guide yourself into these connections, so that you learn to live with a concrete and immediate awareness of them.
So let’s begin with something very immediate to your
experience right now, something that may also seem rather
mundane and ordinary. Consider how you are able to read and
understand the words on this page. That seems a fairly
straightforward question. But try to imagine all that must
happen in order for you to become aware, by looking at a few
scratches on a piece of paper (or dots on a computer screen), of
what I was thinking when I made those scratches. To keep
things as simple as possible, let’s just ask how we are able to
see the scratches at all. How do the patterns on the paper or
screen travel the necessary foot or two through the air to get to
your eyes?
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With a little imagination, you could dream up many scenarios
for how the information is transmitted. Tiny winged messengers might be flying back and forth to tell your eyes what is on
the paper. Perhaps we are immersed in some invisible fluid that
is changed by the words in a way that in turn affects our eyes
and allows us to perceive the words. This could happen
without the need for anything physically “traveling” between
our eyes and the paper. Maybe there is in fact no physical link
at all, and the information is somehow passed to you
instantaneously. After all, there is no reason to believe that
what happens at one place could not simply change something
at another place. Maybe that’s all we can say about it. The
words on the paper might be instantaneously transferred to my
brain during the act of looking at the page. Maybe nothing else
about the process can be described. We know we can at least
imagine such a reality, for example in science fiction stories
involving psychic powers or telepathy. Try to think of other
possible descriptions (“models”) for what is going on that
enables you to see the words. As soon as you start to think
about different models, and to consider which ones have the
best chance of being correct, you are doing science, in the spirit
of the perspective I suggested in Chapter 2. You begin to be
drawn in to an awareness of the connections between yourself
and the external world. And you can start to see that your
mental models for how these connections operate have
consequences that can be compared to more of your experience
with the world.
Arguments over which of our imagined explanations is
correct are not of much use unless we have some way to
distinguish between them in the real world. If you say that light
is caused by a being called Mercury flying back and forth
between the paper and my eye, and I say, no, it’s really Thor,
but we both say that the only distinguishing characteristics are
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the way they carry light, then we really haven’t said anything.
This is not just a statement about science; it applies to any
meaningful beliefs about reality. In this more general sense,
people may disagree about what constitutes a test of an idea,
but very few would be interested in an idea that has no
noticeable consequences of any kind. We wouldn’t argue about
which being was responsible for light if there were really no
difference in the two statements. But, for example, arguing that
you should offer a sacrifice to a being of one name or the other
in order to get what you want is a real difference, which could
in principle be tested. If there really were no observable or
measurable difference between one belief and the other, then no
one would argue the point. I think it’s important to recognize
this because in discussing questions of meaning and our role in
the universe, certainly ways of knowing other than science
come into play. But ideas from these other ways of knowing
can still work or not work, and are still subject to constraints
imposed by the external world. We’re not free to believe
anything we like just because we’re no longer purely in the
realm of science.
In any case, somehow we are able to create in our minds
various ideas about how reality is. Light does certain things as
it travels through space, and we’re able to make up an idea that
exists only in our thoughts, work through what would happen
in a certain situation according to that idea, and then compare it
to what really happens. Some of these ideas are wrong, and
some may have varying degrees of truth to them. Those that
agree with reality need not be dull, as scientific explanations
sometimes seem to be. They can still have meaning in them,
while remaining consistent with what we learn about how the
external world works, and with what we know about the
specific constraints and limitations it imposes upon us.
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Fortunately, for the models or theories I have proposed in an
effort to explain how we see the words in this chapter, we do
have ways to distinguish among them. We can deduce the
implications of a particular explanation, as logical consequences
of our model. Here again, I’d like to emphasize that the use of
logic is not unique to science at all. The process of drawing
logical conclusions from an idea is crucial to any attempt to
know the world around us in any meaningful way. In fact it is
intricately tied in with what it means to be able to know
something. I am always piecing things together by linking them
with logical steps. I may recall that I saw a friend on the way to
work this morning. As we were discussing plans to meet for
lunch, I noticed that he had on a blue baseball cap. Later that
day as I walked to lunch, I spotted an unrecognizable figure
standing in front of the cafeteria. All that I could tell about the
person was that he was wearing a blue cap. From all this
information, I know with some confidence that it is my friend
waiting for me (I am five minutes late for our lunch meeting).
The point is simply that the use of logic to draw conclusions in
science is nothing fundamentally new or magical. It is simply a
generalization of the process we normally go through to know
something about the world. Let’s continue with our investigation of the words on the page…
In order to test our ideas, we might be able to measure the
travel time for a light signal, in which case the instantaneous
travel theory could not be correct. This turns out to be the case.
If you are 186,000 miles away from a friend who turns on a
flashlight, you have to wait an entire second before the light
will reach you. As you might imagine, this travel time was not
so easy to measure, and for a long time it seemed that light did
travel instantaneously. It’s worthwhile to think about ways
you might try to measure it, and what would be the fastest
speed measurable with each method.
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Given this experimental fact, it seems a reasonable starting
point to assume that there is some sort of physical messenger
to carry the information. Following this line of reasoning, how
might we learn more about this messenger?
If you’re reading this at night by lamplight, you can easily
discover (by turning the lamp off) that the lamp plays a very
important role in your ability to read these words. However, if
you’re sitting near a window in the daytime, the lamp is of
little importance. The difference seems to be that the sun is
shining.
These statements may seem too obvious to be worth
mentioning. You may be beginning to wonder about the quality
of my science training, that I am so fascinated at discovering
such obvious connections. Of course we know that you can’t
see in the dark! But in fact we have observed something quite
remarkable that we normally take for granted. When we say
that we need light in order to see, we haven’t really explained
anything, because we don’t even know what light is. At this
point we could just as well have named it Mercury, and have
said just as much. Light, or Mercury, are only names. By
themselves they tell us nothing. But, by comparing our ability
to read at night and during the day, we’ve discovered something
much more remarkable and useful. Whatever it is that we do
need in order to see (go ahead and call it light if you’d like!), it
seems that the distant sun and the little lamp on my desk both
accomplish the same thing. In fact, if we’re looking for
explanations, it’s very tempting to suggest that maybe they are
the same thing. Maybe the light that comes from the sun is the
same phenomenon as the light from the lamp. This suggests a
whole series of additional experiments we could carry out to
test this wonderful new insight.
If it turns out to be true, this would be a very amazing
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statement about the world, far beyond its innocent beginning as
an interest in knowing how we see the words on a page. The
sun and the light bulb are totally different things, in different
places. Yet both produce this substance, light, which is needed
for us to see anything. The insight that nature has general
principles that are consistent, the same everywhere we look, is
a great one, that grows deeper the more we think about it. It is a
key observation about our “stage” that we will want to file
away and incorporate into our efforts to understand the “play”
we are a part of. Science provides an ordered way of thinking
that allows us to come to these kinds of realizations. This is
why some kind of understanding of it is valuable to poets and
philosophers and anyone who wants to understand our place in
the world.
The existence of consistent principles for how things work is
a remarkable fact about our world as we understand it so far. It
is also a very fortunate circumstance, since this fact seems
necessary if we are to have hopes of really understanding
nature. Many similar discoveries await us as we continue to
explore, some of them even deeper and more profound, such as
relativity, cosmology, and quantum physics. No religion or
general philosophy of the world could hope to be “correct” in
the deepest sense, if it does not take into account some of these
insights.
One other point worth noting here is that we can never be
certain we have identified “the cause” of our ability to see, or
that the cause is the same in both cases. We haven’t proven
that the light from the sun is the same phenomenon as the light
from the lamp. Maybe it’s very different stuff that just
happens to act the same in certain circumstances. It’s worth
being careful about this, but in fact we never completely prove
anything. We just make reasonable guesses that enable us to
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carry on with life. We don’t know for certain that the sun will
rise tomorrow; we haven’t proven it, but it’s a pretty
reasonable belief. If we want to press it too far, we’re never
really certain about anything, and could never get anywhere. So,
we might as well go on and keep trying to draw conclusions to
live by, but simply proceed with caution.
So, now we’ve established (we think) that this stuff that
comes from the sun and from lamps is necessary for you to
read these words. But we’re still not anywhere near being able
to explain what’s happening. (Knowing that an airplane is
necessary in order for you to fly across the ocean, or a rocket
to travel to the moon, doesn’t tell you how to do either of these
things!) We need to discover how this light behaves and
interacts with things, if we hope to find out how it helps us
see. What we’re claiming so far is that there is something, light,
that carries information through space from an object to our
eyes. The sensation we call seeing the words is an interaction of
this light with our eyes. Furthermore, the light that is necessary
for this to happen is not always present everywhere. There are
certain conditions necessary in order for it to be there. Two
things we have discovered that are sources of light are a table
lamp and the sun. Based on what we’ve talked about so far,
this is all that we can confidently say. In order to say more, and
to make predictions in new situations, we need to study more
about how light interacts with other things. Specifically, that
means, “How does what we see change when we put different
things in the system?”
To do this, we start by doing some experiments that you
might want to try for yourself. The first is one situation in
which you’re lucky if you’re nearsighted. Get a small piece of
aluminum foil and put a tiny pinhole in the center of it. Then
take off your glasses or contacts and find a street sign or
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something that is well lit, but far enough away that you cannot
read it without your glasses. Now look at the sign through the
pinhole, and you’ll probably be able to read the sign, if there’s
enough light and it’s not too far away. Try to understand why
the pinhole enables you to see clearly what you could not
before. (Incidentally, a pinhole camera works, and has
tremendous depth of field, due to the same effect. So you can
explore this property of light with a pinhole camera even if you
have perfect vision.) In particular, what does this experiment
tell you about the properties that light must have? Could it be
made up of individual particles that stream from the object
you’re looking at to your eye? If so, what must be happening
to the particles as they pass through the pinhole? What does it
even mean, in terms of the properties of the light, for you to be
able to “see something clearly?” That is, what happens to the
light that is different for an image that is clear as opposed to an
image that is blurry? Can you describe these two situations in
terms of your mental model of light?
The details of what you come up with here are not so
important, but I hope these examples are starting to get you
into the flow of this way of thinking. In some amazing way, it
provides an ordered means of coming to deep insights about
how the world works. It’s through this process that I’m
suggesting science can have an important role in your attempt
to build a meaningful life. It doesn’t give us immediate, definite
answers to our questions about what our lives mean. But it
gives us a way to make real progress, to collect together
insights in such a way that we know we are moving forward,
getting closer to understanding, and not just spinning our
wheels.
It’s worth noticing that much of the science that can
contribute to your daily sense of perspective is right in front of
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you, all around you, in the ordinary world you live in. There is
a tendency for us to think that the exotic, truly mind-stretching
ideas at the edges of our knowledge of science, which are far
beyond common sense reasoning, are the only places to find the
deep mysteries and clues to the meaning of life. Perhaps this is
because we know we don’t have the answers from what we see
immediately, so we expect that the edges of the unknown may
hold those answers. Also, it’s easy to forget that the reasoning
going on in these exotic realms of science is just an extension,
the result of step by step buildup from immediate experience—it’s not fundamentally different.
Let’s develop similar connections with an example from
Chapter 1. Again, our goal is to illustrate a thinking process
that grounds the experience or issue in a deeper awareness of
the big picture and of the reality on which the idea is based. I
invite you to take these examples as an illustration of the
process you can use to change your awareness and relationship
to whatever matters most to you, in your world of daily
experience.
Like many people, you may think that recycling is important
and virtuous. But why do you believe this? (Or why not, if
you don’t like recycling?) Perhaps you recycle because you
value protecting the Earth. But on further probing, you can see
that you must have some context in order for this belief to
make any reasonable sense, or even to be clear on what you
mean by the belief. Protecting the Earth in what way, for what
purpose? What do you think is going to happen in the future,
that matters, for which the Earth needs to be in a certain state, a
state that will be achieved if we recycle but may be destroyed if
we do not? Our beliefs here are clearly context dependent.
They depend on what we think is going on overall, what our
goals are, how we fit in as part of the universe. As an extreme
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example, recycling is probably not terribly important to anyone
who believes the universe will come to an end long before we
would ever use up readily available raw materials at current
rates. To say we need to preserve things for the future is to
implicitly assume that there is a significant future goal whose
success depends on our recycling. Do you want to protect the
Earth for future generations of people? How many generations?
Or maybe you’re not so concerned with humans in particular,
but instead have an idea that there is a natural order of things
we should not disrupt too much. This is fine, too, but it is
certainly an entire worldview of its own, that deserves to be
articulated and clarified if we’re using it as the basis of our
actions. It brings into play a network of ideas about how we
came to be, what makes us different from other organisms in
nature, and what gives us special power to mess things up. And
the choices we would make in the context of this set of beliefs
are in many cases different from those we would make if we
were concerned purely about the consequences of disrupting
the life support system the Earth provides for us as humans.
Of course, we don’t usually think consciously about these
things every time we take our glass jars to the recycling bin, but
the beliefs are there as a foundation for that action. An effective
way to bring these background assumptions to the surface is to
ask yourself questions about what new knowledge you could
gain that might change your beliefs (and actions). How would
your feelings about protecting the Earth be affected if you
knew more about the process (which took billions of years)
that occurred to produce the conditions on Earth that are so
well suited to life? How would knowledge about the conditions
on nearby planets affect your decision? What if we learned of a
new, vast source of energy that made fossil fuels unimportant?
What if we learned that our solar system would be engulfed in a
supernova in a thousand years? Try asking questions like this
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of yourself, and see how your views would change in light of
hypothetical new information you could learn. If you’re clearly
aware of what new information would be required to change
your opinion, then it’s much easier to see what the real basis of
that opinion is.
For the sake of continuing the illustration, let’s assume you
do think it’s important to preserve natural conditions on the
Earth. Even if we agree on the aim, another important question
arises regarding the method. Is recycling the best way to go
about preserving the Earth? To really answer this question, to
make sure that your actions will have the consequences you
intend, you need to examine even more information about how
the world actually is. You need to have (or trust that someone
else has) a basic understanding of how matter is transformed
from one material to another. You need to know how much of a
material is readily available. If it is a renewable material, you’ll
want to know the time-scale of the renewal process. Can it be
replenished in one year, a hundred years, or a billion years?
You need to be aware that the industrial processes that are
required to recycle materials (collection, sorting, cleaning, etc.)
have effects on the environment themselves. In some
circumstances you may find that it’s better for the overall
environment to throw away some materials than to recycle
them. It’s not always a clear-cut answer. This is getting
complicated!
To make the example even more concrete and immediate,
let’s look at a specific, simple choice you might be faced
with—just one of the many little choices you face as you work
your way through a day. Consider an empty glass juice bottle
you hold in your hand after drinking the contents. What are
you going to do with this bottle? Suppose you have just two
immediate choices: You could toss it in a nearby garbage can, or
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you could put it in a glass-recycling bin. Each of those actions
will set in motion a whole series of other actions by various
people and machines, and will have an impact of some kind on
the condition of the Earth (pollution, energy use, natural
resources available, etc.). Which option should you choose?
Most of us would probably choose the recycle bin (especially
when under the spotlight of public scrutiny), because we make
certain assumptions about the consequences ultimately
produced by that action. But most of the time our awareness of
how our action connects to that outcome we desire is very
tenuous and very vague; we just have some vague idea that
“recycling is ‘better’ for the Earth,” without being sure what
we mean by better, for whom or what things on Earth it would
be better, or where we learned this belief.
I should emphasize clearly that I’m not trying to get you to
oppose recycling. It probably is the best thing, for many
materials, by some reasonable definition of what we mean by
best. What I am trying to get you to notice is that the answer is
not obvious; it is information dependent. Hence it is crucial that
we know the science at some level, i.e. how the world will work
in response to our actions. Depending on the type of material,
how it is produced, and how the recycling process for that
material works (including how the recyclables are sorted and
collected, by curbside pickup or some other means), recycling
may have more or less negative impact on the environment than
throwing the stuff away, waiting a very long time for nature to
recycle it, and in the meantime going out and collecting more
from nature. We cannot legitimately make these kinds of
decisions in the absence of information about how things will
work. Without such knowledge, our moral code may be leading
us in exactly the opposite of the desired direction.
It seems to me that the basis for all such views we hold can
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be traced to some core unifying principles about how the world
works, which the process of science helps us to gradually build
up and identify. For example, our views about the essential
moral goodness of resource conservation, recycling, and related
environmental concerns ultimately owe the foundation of their
validity to a law of physics known as the second law of
thermodynamics. This is the fundamental property of nature
on which these values, expressed through our specific attitudes
about waste and conservation in specific situations, are
ultimately supported and made valid. It reflects our
fundamental inability to sort things back into useful form
without creating even more disorder in the process. We may
not be aware of this link at all, but if we were to change this
law, the universe would be different and many of our views
would change. In a universe with different rules, a different set
of values on these topics would win out.
Imagine, for example, a universe in which concentrated
energy was increasing at such a rate that we had to convert it to
other forms quickly (“use it up”) to reduce the risk of explosions, or in which trees appeared from nothing, so fast that we
had to keep burning them to avoid being overrun. Obviously,
our world does not work this way. The point is that we would
have different views about what actions are best, if the world
did work this way. So it provides a simple example in which a
moral value ultimately depends on fundamental laws of the
universe. If we change the rules, we change what is good. So, if
we change our understanding of the rules, we also change our
understanding of what is good, and hence we change our
worldview and our actions. Once again, our hidden assumptions
and beliefs are at work behind such a simple action as what we
do with an empty glass bottle.
You can draw out these assumptions about the world
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beginning with nearly any preference or decision you encounter
in your daily life. You’ll find that all of them contain some
assumptions rooted in your beliefs about how the world works,
beliefs that can be influenced by new insights revealed by
science. Try asking these kinds of questions about your own
preferences.
We can summarize in the following way the approach to the
world we’re trying to develop through these examples: We
want to approach each of our significant beliefs and actions by
tracing them back far enough to see how they are grounded in
beliefs about what the universe is like and how it basically
works. We then want to actively try out belief scenarios on
those terms. Given that the world works this way, does my
belief or action make sense? What would I modify if new
information about the world became available? We want to set
up a channel for learning about the world in a way that
connects directly to our personal worldviews. We’d like to live
in a state of awareness from which we are conscious of this
link, so there is an ongoing interaction between our beliefs and
our awareness of the world.
I want to be able to see that I recycle because it is necessary
for certain objectives, given certain beliefs about how the
universe works. Then I’ll feel very confident about my
recycling activities, confident that my actions are serving the
objectives I really believe in. And, I’ll be in tune with what I
currently believe, so I’ll be prepared to notice new information
about the world that challenges any part of my current
worldview. So I’ll be in a better position to modify my beliefs
and actions, if necessary, to be consistent with new
information.
As I acquire new information and perhaps modify my
beliefs, I also want to guard against losing the immediate,
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tangible sense of connection to the world that makes it seem
wonderful and magical rather than ordinary and dull.
When I heard the learn’d astronomer, / When
the proofs, the figures, were ‘ranged in columns
before me / When I was shown the charts and
diagrams, to add, divide, and measure them /
When I sitting heard the astronomer where he
lectured with much applause in the lecture-room,
/ How soon unaccountable I became tired and
sick / Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off
by myself, / in the mystical moist night-air, and
from time to time / Look’d up in perfect silence at
the stars.
–—Walt Whitman2
This passage from Whitman expresses the sentiment that as
we learn more about the world through science, it seems
somehow less wonderful, less enchanting, less a place we feel at
home in. But our understanding of the universe is still in its
infancy. How carefully considered is the intuition that the
universe which science is helping us to uncover might not have
a very definite and clear context within which our actions, our
beliefs, hopes, dreams, and feelings, might fit? This is the
pathway we’d like to open up, and it’s an enterprise we can all
participate in, as the examples in this chapter have tried to
demonstrate.

Reflection and Discussion
As you’ve learned by now, I can’t end a chapter without giving
you something to do. So here are some questions to help you
articulate some of your views about science and its relationship
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to your search for personal meaning. A few should look familiar
from Chapter 2, but here they are asked from a slightly
different perspective.
• How would you define science? What characterizes it as a
method of inquiry distinct from other ways of knowing about
your world?
• Is science (as you’ve defined it) a necessary part of your life?
If so, describe how you use science as part of your daily life. If
not, do you think we’d be better off or happier without
science?
• What qualities or properties do you think the universe must
have in order for you to feel that you have a place in it, and that
your life is meaningful? (In other words, what are the key
features or properties of your “ideal universe?”)
• In what ways has science influenced your sense of what kind
of universe we actually live in? (In other words, what do you
perceive as the key features or properties of the universe
science tells us we live in?)
• What beliefs do you currently hold, that are both important
to you and that you think might be considered “unscientific?”
(i.e. beliefs you think would be criticized by scientists, or that
you know contradict accepted scientific evidence, or your
perception of the scientific view of the world.)
• Do you think science could be interpreted or applied in a
different way that you might find more satisfying? If there are
aspects of the world described by science that you do not like,
try to evaluate whether it is the facts or the interpretations that
you don’t like.
• What new facts could be discovered, that would strike you as
evidence that this is a meaningful universe, of the sort you’d
like to live in? (For example, proof that life exists on other
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planets, or evidence that telepathy or astrology really works, or
evidence of “miracles” of a certain sort, or whatever.) The aim
of this question is to bring to the surface the essence of the
kinds of things you’re looking for. Then you can search more
actively for them, using the perspective science might help you
gain, rather than working against information we’ve learned
from science.

4. Why Isn’t Science Already
More Integrated into Our
Lives?
Summary: This chapter voices some of the common
associations with science that can get in the way of our
use of it in clarifying our sense of perspective and meaning. The aim is to get these associations out in the open
and addressed, to reduce their power to interfere with our
progress.
Science! true daughter of Old Time though art! Who
alterest all things with thy peering eyes. Why preyest
thou thus upon the poet’s heart, Vulture, whose wings
are dull realities?
— Edgar Allen Poe1

I wish this chapter were unnecessary. Unfortunately, in
thinking about how to incorporate insights from science into
our personal, meaningful view of the world, we are not starting
from a neutral position. We are not dealing with science as just
a method for figuring out which of our ideas work within the
external reality we experience. Instead, we are dealing with the
culture of those who carry out scientific research, with the
interaction between this culture and the rest of society, with
the way the methods of science are perceived and the way its
insights have filtered out into broader culture and society.
Science has acquired a reputation for dehumanizing the world,
leaving us in some way stranded and alienated in a universe for
which our existence seems irrelevant. This view of science as a
cold, dry, and dehumanizing subject that takes meaning and fun
out of life is widespread enough that we need to address this
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state of affairs head on. By probing the origins of this view, we
can try to understand what causes it and perhaps see these
causes as a real part of the history, culture, and practice of
science, but not inherently necessary to science itself. By
understanding this, we can overcome some of our resistance and
free ourselves to get the full benefit of science as an integral
part of making our lives meaningful.
So let’s begin an exploration of science and our views of it,
with an eye toward pinpointing the aspects that we may find
alienating. The subject we call science serves many purposes
and means different things to different people. The part of
science we’re generally most aware of is its application to
technology. Through science we learn the rules that describe
how the natural world operates. This knowledge gives us the
power to control parts of nature, to arrange things so that
actual events match more closely to our wishes. In today’s
world this ability to make reality conform to our wishes has
expanded rapidly to influence nearly every aspect of our lives.
The desire to feel cool on a hot summer day can be met by
turning on an air conditioner. The wish to exchange ideas with
nearly anyone at almost any time can be carried out by
telephone or the internet. The wish to be physically present at
nearly any location on Earth can be made possible by some
combination of airplane, train, helicopter, boat, and automobile
(along with walking or other human-powered transportation).
These and many other technological marvels that pervade our
lives seem to be the most obvious and significant impact that
science has had on our society. But surely it is not directly this
power to control nature that gives rise to the sentiments about
science expressed in the quotation from Poe, or the general
sense that science is alienating and dehumanizing. If science
were only about making the world conform more closely to our
wishes, to cure diseases and free us of material needs, then we
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would have no reason to complain that it had taken away the
magic, fun, or meaning in the world. It would simply have made
us healthier and freer to experience the wonders we do find
around us.
I think the common feeling that science is dry and somehow
“dehumanizing” arises from the view of the world that science
seems to require, in order to have such great success in
controlling that world. Science is not just a neutral listing of
recipes for getting nature to do our bidding. It carries along with
it a view of how nature is arranged and how it works, a view
that necessarily impacts our sense of how we fit into the world
around us. It seems to force itself into our personal worldviews
in a way we’re not always happy about.
As we discussed in Chapter 1, we all carry around some
vague conception of what our lives mean, of how we fit into the
scheme of things. These ideas are based on a wide variety of
influences, from individual experiences we’ve had, to religious
beliefs and social customs (which are themselves the result of
the collective experiences and thinking of those before us). It’s
difficult to pin down all the sources from which these
conceptions that form our personal worldviews arise, but at
least two things are clear about them: First, anyone’s
worldview will give significance to human life (and that
person’s own life in particular) in some way. Second, this
worldview will be at least partially influenced by a person’s
experiences about how the world works.
So let’s probe more deeply into the view of the world the
success of science seems to require. What kind of map of the
world does it seem to give us, and how does this relate to the
kinds of maps (worldviews) we construct for ourselves to get
through daily life? In asking this question, I think we can begin
to see the problem. Science has achieved its great success by
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describing a universe that operates essentially independently of
our concerns. The laws describing how a particular medication
will heal an infection are specified at a level of description that
knows nothing of our wishes or thoughts or anything we care
about. The success of the medication depends on “objective”
things like its chemical composition, the type of organism
responsible for the infection, or the temperature at which the
medication was stored. Success does not depend directly on
whether the person receiving the medication is kind or cruel,
what religion she believes in, nor, in fact, anything about the
person’s moral character or thoughts. Yet this description of
nature, which assumes that nature operates independently of
such personal, human concerns, works so well. There must be a
great deal of truth to it. It must describe the basis on which the
universe really operates. This is where the real problem sets in.
The great success of this view of nature seems to compel us to
accept it as the whole truth, but we’re not so sure we want
nature to be that way. We don’t want to leave the concerns that
form all that makes our lives meaningful totally out of the
picture. Those who share Poe’s sentiment do not complain
because science tells them they need not die of polio. They
complain because it tells them that Earth is but a small,
“accidental” speck in a universe incomprehensibly vast. They
complain because it tells them (apparently) that all of their
hopes and dreams and feelings and accomplishments are
somehow illusions, entirely controlled by impersonal laws of
physics describing the motions of the particles we are
composed of. They complain because it tells them, in the
words of Bertrand Russell:
“That Man is the product of causes which had no prevision
of the end they were achieving; that his origin, his growth, his
hopes and fears, his loves and beliefs, are but the outcome of
accidental collocations of atoms; that all the labours of the ages,
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all the devotion, all the inspiration, all the noonday brightness
of human genius, are destined to extinction in the vast death of
the solar system…all these things, if not quite beyond dispute,
are yet so nearly certain, that no philosophy which rejects
them can hope to stand.”2
This point of view is in harsh contrast to the internal feelings
most of us respond to, feelings that seem much more real and
familiar than the strange world of science with which many of
us have little direct experience. Our internal feelings give us a
different message about the character of the world we live in, a
message that is expressed by William James:
“If this life be not a real fight, in which something is eternally
gained for the universe by success, it is no better than a game of
private theatricals…But it feels like a real fight,—as if there
were something really wild in the universe which we, with all
our idealities and faithfulnesses, are needed to redeem…”3
There is a serious danger produced by the view of science
captured by Russell. We have close, daily, personal contact
with the reality expressed by James. Yet we are relatively
unfamiliar with the science upon which the view expressed by
Russell is based. We may quite rightly, based on strong
personal experience, be unwilling to give up the belief that our
lives are meaningful and significant, that we as individuals really
matter in some fundamental way. But we’re quite willing to
give up the worldview of science, with which we may have
very little direct, personal experience. So, we might think that
the best alternative is to give up, to a greater or lesser extent,
the view of the world provided by science. The danger is that
we may become convinced that if we accept information from
science, we cannot accept the meaning we somehow know is
real. Perhaps this is what makes us inclined to believe in
“miracles” or “supernatural” events. We are desperately
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seeking holes in the worldview we associate with science, gaps
that would allow us to verify that there is still some wonder
and magic in the world, not just “dull science.”
In terms of one analogy we’ve been using, we might say the
essence of the problem is that science discourages putting
ourselves clearly on the maps it produces. Yet to be fully
useful to us, the maps must have us clearly represented on
them. This is obvious to anyone who has ever had the
misfortune of being lost, and finding a map without a “you are
here” marker. Unless you can find a way to deduce your
location on the map, it will not help you get to where you want
to be. I think one of the key reasons we can feel alienated by
science is that it describes a world that apparently leaves out
and makes no connection to our concerns and experience.
I operate entirely in terms of the choices I am confronted
with. What use is an abstract system that makes no connection
to these choices I face and doesn’t tie in to the set of concepts
that makes my life uniquely my life? In order to overcome the
sense of alienation, we need to express the important concepts
of science in terms which link up with the concepts we operate
with in everyday life. Only then can they really mean anything
to us or do anything for us. In many ways the approach of
science has tended to leave us with a sense that it denies the
reality of our network of concepts within which we live,
implying that only the abstract framework of science is real.
But to take this view is to forget the origins of the abstraction
that led to the scientific framework in the first place. Ultimately our everyday concept network, which includes our
feelings and dreams and decisions, is all reality can be to us. We
can certainly modify and adapt this framework on the basis of
new information, including much valuable information from
science. But any conceptual framework that establishes no link
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to this network is by definition useless in our daily life. Such an
abstract framework leaves us with a map of the world that does
not place us clearly in the picture and leaves us with no sense
of how we connect to the map and how it can guide us in the
specific concerns we have to face as we go through life. It may
be a grand and glorious map, but as long as it remains detached
from us, we can do nothing with it and will never feel at home
with it.
A useful map must provide a direct guide of some sort, for
the immediate issues in our lives. I want to feel I have accomplished something significant, want to feel I have struggled to do
what matters, have fought a real fight and done something to
“redeem” the universe. Where in the map provided by science
do I find a place to see that happening? I don’t. That’s a
problem.
On the maps provided by science, we find everything except ourselves.
— Bryan Appleyard4
So this leads us to the next question: Is it necessary to view
science in this way? Of course it seems important that we be
honest and accept reality. If it is necessary to take this
“meaningless” view of ourselves, then we should accept it and
learn to live with it. But I think it is rather presumptuous of us
and our current knowledge, to claim that this view is necessary.
We don’t really even understand what we’re after in hoping our
lives have meaning, or in saying that we want our actions to
matter in some way. How can we begin to claim that our
current knowledge shows conclusively that there is no possible
basis on which our actions and choices can matter? Isn’t it more
reasonable to think that our feelings of wanting meaning are
based on something, and to search and question and try to
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understand what that basis might be?
What is demanded…is not…to endure the meaninglessness of life, but rather to bear [our] incapacity to grasp its unconditional meaningfulness…
–—Viktor Frankl5
Practically speaking, we simply want to have some
reasonable basis for honestly thinking it matters what we
decide to do at each moment. We don’t necessarily need any
particular foundation for this belief, but we need some
foundation for thinking it might actually make a difference that
we try to make good choices. I think part of what has
happened is that many of the findings of science have poked
holes in some of the tentative, temporary descriptions or
implementations of the meaning we seek. This is difficult to
deal with. Our worldviews define who we think we are, and we
change them significantly only with great struggle. So in licking
our wounds from this, it’s very easy to go overboard and view
science as destroying the very possibility of meaning to our
lives.
There are of course many details behind how we arrived at
our current state, our current culture of science and its
interaction with society. Much has been studied about this
history, and in Chapter 6 this is one of the areas I will
encourage you to explore in more depth. But very roughly and
vastly oversimplified, we are in the midst of a process that
must go something like this:
We start out trying to understand and organize the rules
describing the constraints that operate on us, within which we
try to do things. As we advance in our understanding, the
patterns become clear enough to codify these rules, to see how
they describe much of what goes on in nature. But then we can
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become so enamored of these rules that we try to insist that
they are all there is. It’s easy to be so impressed by the success
of a set of rules we have learned, that it’s tempting to label as
an illusion anything that does not fall within the realm of these
rules. This may be what alienates us and makes us feel left out
of the maps provided by science.
In case you haven’t guessed by now, I think that the feeling
expressed in the quotations from Poe and from Russell is
unnecessary, even if you accept what is now known about the
universe through science (which of course is much more than
was known by either of these two thinkers). In fact, I hope I’ve
started to convince you of just the opposite, that the facts and
insights of science form a crucial guide and framework to order
our efforts in finding out what kind of meaning there can
actually be in the universe. The reason science is so important,
the reason that no one can afford to ignore it, is that there
probably is a meaningful role for us in the universe to be
uncovered. This makes it important to get it “right” to
whatever extent that is possible. We know, as the multitude of
contradictory beliefs in the world clearly demonstrates, that at
least some of our ideas can also be wrong. Science can be
helpful both as a guide in the process of understanding our role
in things, and as protection against latching permanently onto
beliefs that are inconsistent with external evidence.
For sanity’s sake, societies must now evolve
belief systems to incorporate the scientific dimension. But precious little constructive help seems
to be forthcoming from the scientific community.
—D.A. Rees6
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Reflection and Discussion
• Review the definition of science you came up with at the end
of Chapter 3. Keeping that definition in mind, list what you
think are the positive impacts science has had on the world and
on your life. Then list the negative impacts science has had on
the world and on your life. Do this without filtering, just
recording your positive and negative impressions related to
science.
• For each item on your lists (above), go back and think about
whether your impression is justified. Is this impression a
fundamental part of science, necessarily connected to what
science is and how it works? Or is it something that could be
separated, something that tends to go along with science but
would not have to.

5. Surveying Our Stage
Summary: This chapter is a subjective sampling of
insights from science that are probably important clues to
the nature of our “stage.” It’s intended as an overview and
illustration of the types of insights you might wish to
learn more about in your effort to build your perspective
and your personal worldview.
What is required…is not a detailed understanding of the
content of each science, but rather a kind of synthesis of
many different strands from many different sciences…
When this synthesis is achieved, it could well bring the
excitement of scientific discovery to many who have
remained unmoved by the detailed accomplishments of the
individual sciences.
—Gerald Feinberg1

As we think about using insights from science as part of our
ongoing process of worldview-building, we have a rather
daunting task before us. Where should we start? Science has
progressed rapidly during the past three centuries, so that the
volume of information now available is overwhelming. Which
insights capture essential features of the universe we live in,
that we ought to be aware of and may want to incorporate into
our worldviews? Which facts can, out of necessity, be safely
ignored for this purpose? Details such as the number of grains
of sand on a particular beach are surely not essential, while
broad concepts such as the evolution of life, the basic
framework of the history of our universe, and some of the key
universal constraints within which everything seems to operate
probably do express fundamental principles that are important
to have in mind. And how do we extract the information we
need, translating it from the language of science to the language
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of worldviews, into a form that actually tells us something
directly about our place and our perspective?
This chapter offers a framework to help you orient yourself
within the universe as discovered by science. It is a subjective
framework, certainly biased by my own experience and
preferences. It should provide a starting point for your own
investigations, triggering your thinking and questioning about
the kinds of scientific insights that might be important for you.
It is not intended as even an attempt at a complete survey of
science. It’s just a sample of how one can look at scientific
information and insights through a particular filter, for this
specific purpose: What does it tell us about the context from
which we derive meaning in our lives? What does it tell us
about how we got here and what we might be doing here? We’re
looking for information that helps us gain a better overall
perspective from which to construct a meaningful worldview.
This is by its nature a personal, subjective process. Yet, we
share a common framework, a common set of constraints
within which we all must operate in seeking our individual
meaning. We don’t even need to go beyond well-established
science in order to sketch some important elements of this
framework. Much familiar science is not really incorporated
into how we see ourselves, how we relate to the universe on an
everyday basis. Consider whether you live with a full,
integrated awareness of even the basic science you already
know well. Do you truly feel yourself living on a planet
spinning a thousand miles per hour at its surface, moving
around the sun at a speed of over a million miles a day, your
life part of a vast web of processes spanning billions of years?
Science is built up with facts, as a house is with
stones. But a collection of facts is no more a
science than a heap of stones is a house.
––Henri Poincaré2
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I’ll begin with an attempt to assimilate a few of these
insights into some kind of overall narrative view, and then
follow up later in the chapter with a more detailed list to
highlight some specific insights. In both cases, I focus on
concepts that seem important to me in gaining a broad sense of
perspective about our stage.
When I step back to reflect on the implications of all the
observations that have so far been made of the universe, I
realize that we can say some pretty significant things. The first
theme that comes to mind for me is the experimental, trial-anderror nature of all kinds of processes. This concept seems to
permeate our experience with reality on all levels: from the
formation of large scale structures of matter in the universe, to
the development of life, and even our own feelings about what
we know and the social institutions we try out in attempts to
get society to work as we’d like it to.
On the cosmic scale, the universe has gone through a long
process (billions of years), one result of which was to produce
conditions that allow conscious life like us to exist. Every part
of the universe seems to play an essential role in this process.
For example, conscious life seems to arise as a property of very
complex arrangements of matter, arrangements that simply
could not have existed in the early years of the universe, when
it was a soup of mostly light and hydrogen (the simplest atom).
To have life, we apparently need carbon, oxygen, and various
other so-called heavy elements. And we have learned that
before the first stars formed, the universe had never seen any of
these heavy elements. They did not exist at all, and stars were
needed to produce them. The process of forming the first
galaxies and stars under the influence of gravity probably took
up at least the first billion years or so of the known universe’s
existence. Once stars were formed, they began processing
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hydrogen into heavier elements through nuclear fusion. Some of
these stars died in massive explosions, spraying these heavier
elements back into the space between stars. Later stars (like our
sun) then formed from this processed material, which contained
the heavier elements needed for life. Some of these stars also
formed with planets around them, composed of the same
preprocessed material. On at least one such planet, conditions
were right for life to form. This long evolutionary process has
resulted (so far) in a new and wonderful form of matter that is
able to be conscious of its own existence and to have feelings
and to make choices and to wonder what it ought to choose to
do.
This kind of evolutionary process seems also to permeate
our more immediate lives. Things change. There is evolution in
the universe on all scales—cosmic and biological evolution and
the much more familiar social evolution. We are guided by a
desire to improve things, to “modernize” social ideas as we
develop greater tolerance of differing ideas, seek to create a
society that is more fair to more people, learn to improve the
principles of government, and so on. In our scientific
endeavors, we gradually come to a clearer and clearer
understanding of the principles on which nature seems to work,
modifying and refining our old theories to better match with
what we see in reality.
The need for this learning process is in many ways fairly
mysterious. Why are we able to make mistakes, in which the
models we construct of reality turn out to be inconsistent with
that reality? Given that we are part of this universe, our bodies
governed by the rules by which the universe operates, why do
we not have a direct link to an understanding of those rules,
embedded within us? Why do people exist as separate,
individual consciousnesses who can propose alternative models
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and ways of looking at the world, and can argue and disagree
and hopefully, gradually, come to an understanding of how the
world actually works? Why is the history of the universe one
of evolution, in which the kinds of structures that exist have
evolved and changed in dramatic ways, as if they don’t really
know the “optimum” way to do things until they find it?
In generating an overall context for understanding what we’re
doing, this seems a very important theme to appreciate. How
can we put these observations together into part of a story of
what is fundamentally going on in the universe of which we are
a part, a story that will give a tentative answer to the deeply
felt question of what it all means? This piece of the story might
give us a framework for building an interpretation of many
common experiences. For example, mental states and feelings
we consider wrong or distracting and struggle to fight against
now could be feelings that once served a purpose that has been
outgrown. Some expressions of emotions like prejudice, anger,
or guilt might be examples. These feelings may have played
important roles at one time in helping our ancestors to avoid
harmful situations. Now the remnants of these feelings may
often do more harm than good, and by developing our
understanding of the evolutionary processes of which these are
a small part, we might be in a better position to guide our
thoughts in more productive ways.
Continuing on, the next major property of the universe that
strikes me as important is the overall universality of the rules
by which it operates. Even though things look very different in
different places, there are a few basic principles that seem to
apply to everything, everywhere. For example, the law of
gravity seems to be universal: A certain amount of mass pulls
on another mass with a certain force, whether the material is on
Earth, on the moon, or in the Andromeda Galaxy. The same
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basic elements (hydrogen, helium, oxygen, etc.) are found
everywhere we have been able to look (though they may be in
different amounts and combinations). The speed of light
through empty space is the same here as it is anywhere else.
Even the laws governing such a subtle phenomenon as the
passage of time display this universality. Whatever it is in this
local region of space and time that tells the crystal in my watch
to vibrate at a certain rate, tells another watch on the other side
of the Earth (or of the galaxy, for that matter) to vibrate in the
same way. And if another observer across the galaxy happens
to be moving relative to me, then his watch ticks at different
rate, but in a well-defined way determined by the theory of
relativity. The laws governing the passage of time are the same.
Though we take it for granted, this universality is really quite
surprising. Why couldn’t far away places have totally different
laws of nature than those we observe on Earth? This fact must
be an important clue to something, so it’s a general property of
the universe to note.
Another element of the perspective I gain from science is
that everything is so much bigger and emptier than it seems
when I’m trapped here on Earth. On a train on Earth, where I
live seems a long way from where I work, and there are many
interesting things to notice during the ride between them. But
even traveling at a speed that would cut my train ride to oneone thousandth of a second, it would take me a couple of
million years to get to another galaxy, without encountering
much else during most of my journey. As I continue my
imagined trip out through the sea of galaxies, it’s easy to be
struck by an overwhelming feeling of insignificance, in light of
how enormous everything is. Although I can imagine I might
see other civilizations on planets scattered throughout the
universe, they must be desperately far apart and unable to
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communicate with each other in any very meaningful way.
Energetic galaxies shoot out jets of material that could engulf
our entire galaxy, completely oblivious to the existence of our
tiny planet or the even tinier city of Portland. But if I close my
eyes to fight off the feeling of being lost at sea, and put together
everything I know about the universe, my feeling changes: I
don’t think my life is so insignificant after all. We are in some
way a part of all this. We gain a perspective from which to see
ourselves as part of it, rather than focusing just on our tiny
physical size in relation to everything else.
With that narrative as a backdrop, it’s useful to break things
down a little more and just list some of the key topics and
insights that might have an important bearing on our sense of
place. These are, in my view, some of the starting points, the
building blocks of information about our stage that we know
now and must work from. They are my tentative answers to
the question, “For someone who knows little about science, but
is interested in looking for personal meaning (where do I fit into
the overall scheme of the universe, what makes my life
significant, etc.), what would I list as the important insights
from science so far, which this person needs to know as part of
an effective search?” They are biased toward physics and
astronomy due to the focus on giving a broad sketch of the
stage and illustrating the approach. I encourage you to see this
list as a beginning, and an illustration of the types of insights
we’re looking for. Try to look at other topics, from other areas
of science, in a similar way. In all cases our guiding principle is
to seek the core insights that seem likely to significantly change
our perception of our place in the world as we learn more about
them.
The aim here is certainly not to teach you any of these
topics; it’s simply to list them with a brief explanation,
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pointing out some areas that might be important in your search.
These subjects form the current structure of the courses and
related information offered through the Science Integration
Institute. Additional resources for exploring some of these
topics can also be found in the bibliography at the end of this
book.
As you build up your own favorite examples of insights
from science that change your perception of the world, you’ll
gain the intuition to look at new discoveries and put them into
your framework of meaning. A significant amount of background is necessary to make that possible, to even recognize
enough of the framework to see how science can be used in this
way. The examples that follow will help give you some ideas to
start or continue building up this background.
Understanding the basic process by which the universe can
be investigated through science – This is probably the most
important topic of all. Without an understanding of the process
by which scientific knowledge is gained and understood, it’s
very easy for any insights or facts you learn to become static
and dogmatized. Whenever ideas and discoveries from science
filter out into broader culture in a dogmatic way, without an
understanding of their limitations and how they came to be
known and understood, there is a tendency for them to be
misinterpreted or overgeneralized in ways that discourage
further exploration, refinement, and development of
worldviews.
As we continue to learn more, and as you are bombarded by
claims to knowledge from many sources, it’s important to be
able to interpret new claims with some sense of connection to
how the system of learning works. Of course you can’t
personally check the evidence for every claim that is made, but
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if you know the general process, you’ll be in a better position
to filter, and to avoid viewing science as a set of abstract
statements believed on faith in the authority of the “experts”
(the scientists).
How does one draw conclusions in science, to make the
claims seen splashed across the headlines? How does one use
evidence to build up a theory; how does the error-correcting
process work to modify and improve a theory? Science is
ultimately a process of choosing what works and discarding
what doesn’t work, kept honest by the awareness that
someone else can come along and repeat your experiments and
test your claims for themselves. It’s a guided trial-and-error
process not unlike the common sense process we all use to
solve problems in daily life, but extended to new and often
unfamiliar situations. An awareness of this will go a long way
toward making the process and the results of science useful in
your worldview-building effort.
It is neither possible nor necessary for the
general public to have detailed scientific knowledge across a range of disciplines. Instead,
what is important is scientific awareness—an
understanding of what the scientific enterprise is
about, what a scientist means by the word
“theory,” and what it means to establish a
“scientific fact.” For instance, many people say
“evolution is just a theory,” assuming this
means its basic principles are still debatable.
They do not realize that gravity is also “just a
theory,” and that, to a scientist, a theory is an
explanation of what has been observed.
–—Keith Devlin3
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Overall structure of our “stage” in space and time – It’s
useful to have a rough sense of time and distance scales for
significant processes and structures in the universe. The
universe is much bigger and much older than we can easily
comprehend or relate to our ordinary experience, so it helps to
have a few benchmarks to provide a sense of perspective.
For example, the space of which our universe is composed is
expanding (i.e. galaxies are moving apart from one another). Our
universe is roughly 15 billion years old—between 10 and 20
billion years have elapsed since the observable universe was
compressed into a very hot, dense, tiny region. Our sun and
Earth first condensed into their present compact forms roughly
4.5 billion years ago. So something like 10 billion years had
already passed in the history of the universe before even the
beginning of geologic history on Earth, the start of the
processes that shaped the continents and mountains we see
today.
Complexity and self-organizing properties of systems –
Within the setting of this overall framework, systems form
which organize themselves into various structures of greater
and greater complexity. Knowledge of the ways in which they
do this, the environments and basic rules by which such
structures form and maintain themselves, is valuable in gaining a
perspective from which to see how we fit in. As part of this
perspective, it’s also helpful to be aware of the origins of
elements that serve as building blocks that now make up
different materials and structures on Earth. Being able to trace
the material of your daily life through the web of processes
extending throughout the universe is a great way to enhance
your sense of connection to the cosmos.
Key stages in the evolution of life – From our point of view,
of course, life is a particularly interesting type of self-
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organizing, complex system. A basic understanding of the
genetic basis of life and the connections and transition between
living and nonliving matter therefore seems very important. The
process of evolution by which life has changed and adapted
itself to different environments also seems a vital clue to what’s
going on. Also, just as in the cosmic and geological cases, some
of the landmarks in the evolution of life will give us a sense of
perspective, and show us how tiny a fraction of time is
occupied by the period of human history we recognize as
civilization.
Four thinkers since Galileo, each informing his
successor of what discoveries his own lifetime
had seen achieved, might have passed the torch
of science into our hands as we sit here in this
room. Indeed, for the matter of that, an audience
much smaller than the present one, an audience
of some five or six score people, if each person
in it could speak for his own generation, would
carry us away to the black unknown of the
human species, to days without a document or
monument to tell their tale.
—William James4
Mental processes and cognitive psychology – For our sense
of what we’re doing with our lives, consciousness is obviously
a crucial element of the cosmos. While we may not, as was once
believed, be the central feature of the universe, it doesn’t seem
overly anthropocentric to note that it is very remarkable that
such a thing as consciousness exists at all. Surely it is an
important, significant feature of the universe in some way,
which we may yet be a long way from understanding. Our
beliefs affect us and the rest of the universe through their
influence on the decisions we make. So a worldview that has
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any purpose to it must be anthropocentric in the sense that it
influences our decisions. That’s not necessarily saying that
humans must be central to the universe; it’s just recognizing
that this is what we have control over. So anything that’s going
to affect what we have power to do at all must be centered on
us and on our conscious awareness.
For now, some basic information of what we do know about
consciousness seems valuable. What do we understand about
how we learn, how we construct worldviews for ourselves?
Obviously the mental maps through which we relate to the
world are ultimately in our minds, so it is important to have
some understanding of how these maps are constructed, how
they might be distorted, how we can more effectively live
according to the maps we consciously construct.
Basic laws of nature underlying everyday constraints and
limitations we experience – At its most fundamental, our
study of science could be seen as arising from the desire to
understand the constraints and limitations we experience on
what we can do and how we can do things. As discussed in
Chapter 2, we can visit the moon, but only by working with
specific rules and limitations that are imposed on us by an
external world. We can’t simply wish ourselves there. Many
fundamental principles of science permeate our experience with
the world, and this can be seen more clearly when we look at
science as a necessary recognition of the fact that nature
imposes limits and constraints on us. This perspective can help
organize our thinking about what we are basically doing when
we interact with the world. But we have to learn to consciously
experience our surroundings at this level and to relate the
science concepts and insights to what’s going on in our lives.
When I buy an apple and eat it, how can I see this in terms
of the process of energy coming from the sun, being stored in
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the molecules of the apple, and ultimately enabling me to be
capable of climbing up a steep flight of stairs later that
afternoon? I cannot go forever without food or water or
without sleep, though I can choose to ignore hunger or tiredness
for awhile.
The perspective this idea can offer on your daily life is well
demonstrated by focusing on energy as a central concept. You
can learn to trace through many of the concrete constraints you
experience in life by looking at the scientific concept of energy
as a central thread running through these constraints. An
understanding of energy; what it is, how much of it we get from
the sun, how much we need for different activities we want to
carry out, how it connects different parts of the world, can help
you connect together in your mind many pieces of the world
which seem quite separate.
For example, we need to eat 2000 or so Calories each day to
maintain our basic level of activity. This is because our
activities (moving around, thinking, breathing, blood circulation,
etc.) require power, just as the operation of a light bulb, toaster,
or computer requires power. Our 2000 Calories per day
translate into an average power of about 100 Watts, similar to
the power consumption of a light bulb. The energy stored in
the food we eat comes ultimately from the sunlight striking the
surface of the Earth. So we can figure out how much of the
Earth’s surface is needed to collect enough energy to feed each
person. Very roughly, this works out to about one square
meter. As you consume your daily supply of food, think about
the fact that you are making use of the sunlight falling on one
square meter of Earth.
Technology – I don’t mean this in the sense of keeping up on
all the latest gadgets, which would be an overwhelming and
probably a very distracting task. Rather, I’m talking about a
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basic understanding of the relationship between technology and
our personal and social objectives. The development of
technology is an integral part of the overall development of the
universe, yet we tend to isolate and separate it. How can we
integrate our personal and social sense of direction with the
technological power we gain in order to pursue these
directions? Most of the time the conveniences of modern
technology fade into the background of our daily lives. But by
becoming more aware of them and focusing our attention on the
basic principles of nature through which they operate, we can
gain a deeper awareness of the core properties of our universe
that we are a part of. A radio with which you somehow receive
information transmitted through empty space can be a window
to the deepest mysteries of existence, as surely as a night under
a dark starry sky can be.
Core ideas related to the foundations of reality, space, and
time – Several areas of physics that are often viewed as fairly
inaccessible to the non-specialist have some very profound
implications for our sense of what reality is, which we need to
be aware of at a conceptual level. Some ideas from quantum
physics reveal an underlying reality that is very different from
many of our common sense notions, and concepts of Einstein’s
theory of relativity change our view of space and time. Clearly
reality, space, and time are very important parts of our
experience with the world, so some understanding of these
ideas will be valuable in the development of our worldviews.
Quantum phenomena challenge our primitive
understanding of reality; they force us to reexamine what the concept of existence means.
These things are important, because our belief
about what is must affect how we see our place
within it, and our belief about what we are. In
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turn, what we believe ultimately affects what we
actually are and, therefore, how we behave.
Nobody should ignore physics.
—Euan Squires5

Reflection and Discussion
• Try to identify some of the ways in which you already live
differently because you know specific things about the world
that were learned through science. In other words, what are
some concepts or pieces of knowledge for which you would
say, “I make different choices, act differently because I know
—”?
As we’ve discussed before, our choices are certainly based
on many subtle influences, so in some cases it’s hard to be
specific. But it can be fun and enlightening to try to articulate
clear instances where what we do seems pretty directly guided
by beliefs we’ve appropriated about how the world works.
To get things started, one common example is the image of
the Earth viewed from space. This tends to make us see the
Earth as a whole, unified ecosystem, which influences many of
our daily decisions about recycling, etc. See how many of these
sorts of influences from scientific information you can come up
with, in your own life.
• What information about the natural world do we use as the
basis for our social goals?
[The objectives of the human race] have not
been reconsidered in light of the science of the
past few hundred years.
—Gerald Feinberg6

6. Directions for Research
Summary: This is an overview of the flavor of research
that seeks to investigate nature with an eye for uncovering
insights about our role in the universe. It’s also a
sampling of some areas of research that in my opinion
seem likely to uncover insights that will be particularly
valuable in our worldview-building efforts. So these are a
few topics among many you might want to keep up on in
the future. Most importantly, my discussion of these
topics is meant to convey the spirit of this type of
research, which could be applied to many areas of science
in addition to the few I mention.
We would shift our emphasis from trying to discern the
structure of the universe to trying to reckon our place
within the structure…
—Edwin Dobb1

Before I begin to describe abstractly the sort of research I have
in mind, let me try to convey the flavor of it with a short
reflection.
I love music. I like being able to experiment with all the
combinations of sounds and their influence on the way I feel.
How do all these different sounds combine together to make me
feel a certain way and to give me a connection to things that I
didn’t feel just a moment before, when everything was exactly
the same except for a few vibrations now going through the air?
If I turn on some music as I sit here typing, almost nothing has
changed, really; nothing that a casual observer would see as
different about the setup at all. I’m still sitting, in the same
position, in front of the computer, with my desk arranged the
same way. Yet in my mind, everything has changed. My mood
is different, my thoughts are totally different, just because the
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vibrations in the air have changed slightly.
Of course it’s not really the vibrations directly that cause the
change; it’s the information they carry, the experiences they
represent to me. But that’s what is so wondrous about nature,
and it points to the spirit of what we’re really trying to
uncover in our investigation of nature: What is the relationship
between the physical constraints, the physical representation
that is necessary to make anything happen, and the
information, the meaning, that makes these physical
arrangements matter to us? We don’t really care directly about
the physical arrangements; we care about how they feel, what
they mean. How are all these things intertwined to make life
what it is? We want to look at the universe as a system that
somehow allows the desire for meaning (as expressed through
us) to arise. Our aim is to investigate the universe from this
perspective, seeking to uncover insights about how it works as
a system to make this possible.
If you were to conduct an informal survey of scientists about
why they do their work, you’d get many different answers. All
scientific research, like any other human endeavor, is carried out
with some objective in mind, but this objective certainly varies
from project to project and from scientist to scientist. The
objective might be the production of technological advances, a
vaguely defined pursuit of pure knowledge, the quest for fame
and recognition, or one of many other goals that scientific
research helps serve. In any case, the types of questions asked,
and the culture of the field of study, are strongly influenced by
the objective.
But nature gives most of her evidence in answer
to the questions we ask her. Here, as in the
courts, the character of the evidence depends on
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the shape of the examination, and a good crossexaminer can do wonders. He will not indeed
elicit falsehoods from an honest witness. But, in
relation to the total truth in the witness’s mind,
the structure of the examination is like a stencil.
It determines how much of that total truth will
appear and what pattern it will suggest.
—C.S. Lewis2
It seems odd, and indicates the split that has occurred
between science and the search for meaning, that the direct
support of efforts to build meaningful worldviews for ourselves
is not a commonly cited objective of scientific research. We
have research efforts focused on a tremendous variety of
important social and personal goals: cures for medical
conditions, cleaner energy sources, travel into space, faster
computers or more impressive graphics for movie production,
and so on. But rarely do we find mention of research guided by
the conscious objective of providing information people can use
in seeking meaning in their lives, and where the presentation of
research results is focused on interpreting what is learned to
help build a picture that influences our perception and our
sense of place in things. As we’ve discussed in Chapter 1, these
pictures or worldviews play a dominant role in our lives, so
surely this impact of science is important, and there is a need
for some work in science that is directed by this focus. The
research described here is unified by this common objective.
The questions we seek to ask of nature are guided by the theme
of trying to uncover a clearer perspective of our role, as
conscious creatures, in the overall scheme.
This type of research is not a well-defined category, and I
make no attempt to be precise or limiting in defining at this
early stage what topics best fall within this category. In some
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ways it is for now only a question: How can we investigate
nature in a way that starts with the search for meaning, and
seeks to use the methods of science to uncover key insights
about the role we play in the universe? The ideas below are just
examples that might help illustrate the spirit of such an
approach to research. I hope this will also serve as the
beginning of a guide to a perspective you can take on new
developments in science, and to some areas you might wish to
follow more closely or learn about in your personal pursuit of
understanding and perspective.
In understanding the scope and aim of this broad category of
research, it’s helpful to return to an analogy from Chapter 2, in
which we imagined finding ourselves on a stage during a
performance, looking around to try and figure out what was
going on and what part we played. The aspect of scientific
research we’re discussing here amounts to looking at nature in a
way similar to what we were doing in the case of the play. A
wide variety of seemingly unrelated areas of science may
contribute to this effort. The unifying theme that ties them
together is the investigation of nature with the specific aim of
generating insights that help us see how we fit in, what role we
play. In principle, any new information from any area of
research in science might be valuable in this effort. What really
matters is the perspective from which the research is
approached and the kinds of insights we try to extract as we
gather new information. So with the right approach, nearly any
area of scientific research could fall within the realm of what
we’re looking for. I encourage you to consider other areas of
science in a similar light, asking what areas of research seem
most valuable to you in the effort to establish a clearer
connection and a clearer place for us in the maps provided by
science.
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Suggested reading to get started on investigating some of
these topics—many of which are extensions of topics
discussed in Chapter 5—may be found in the bibliography at
the end of the book.
Scientific cosmology – Describing and investigating the
physical arrangement and history of the universe is important
because it clarifies the overall framework in which everything
else happens. It is the investigation of our stage in the largest
sense. Cosmology has benefited in recent years from rapid
advances in the ability to collect important data about the
universe, so it seems likely that we will see many new insights
from this field that could profoundly impact our personal
worldviews.
The anthropic principle in cosmology – For the purpose of
developing our worldviews, we’re particularly interested in
cosmology as a way to understand the processes that had to
happen to make consciousness possible. What properties did
the universe need to have in order to make it possible for us to
be here wondering about it at all? And given all the possible
ways the universe could have been, why does it have the right
properties to allow us to emerge? This observation is referred
to as the “anthropic principle.”
Discussion of the anthropic principle opens the door to very
questionable science in some cases. Nevertheless, questions
about what type of universe is capable of supporting life, and
how likely or unlikely it was for our universe to generate the
proper conditions, are certainly important. For the purpose of
thinking about how science affects your worldview, they are
important primarily for shifting the focus of questioning onto
our place in the universe, rather than just on the universe in
general.
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The basis for the arrow of time – Our everyday experience is
dominated by a perception that the future is fundamentally
different from the past. We remember the past but not the
future, and we have the ability to change the future but not the
past. The sense of urgency in our lives and our ability to feel
pride and regret about what we have done are inextricably tied
up with the fact that we live in a universe with this
fundamental property of irreversibility. Yet it is unclear just
how this dominant aspect of our experience connects with the
fundamental laws of physics, which for the most part do not
make a distinction between past and future. Work in this area is
important in order to provide a bridge connecting the world of
ordinary experience to the objective and abstract world
described by physics.
Foundations of quantum physics – Quantum physics is full
of puzzles about the nature of reality. Many of these puzzles
are far from settled, and a familiarity with some of what’s going
on in this field will certainly keep us from becoming too
complacent about what we think we know of the reality we all
share. One of the most puzzling aspects of quantum mechanics
is the role of measurement in the theory. When a measurement
is made, a state that previously was described only by
probabilities for various outcomes now must pick one specific
outcome. Although it’s well understood how to predict the
results of a measurement based on the rules of quantum
physics, the question of what makes one process a
“measurement” of an observable, while another process does
not constitute a measurement, is not so well understood. The
rules of quantum mechanics seem to require a clear dividing line
between systems that can be observed and analyzed in terms of
the quantum formalism, and systems which act as classical
“measuring devices” and cause the system to choose an
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outcome. Yet, there is no clear place to draw the distinction; a
measuring device seems to be just a collection of many of the
same kinds of simple systems to which quantum mechanics can
be applied. There are many possible solutions that have been
proposed to resolve this difficulty, but it remains a subject of
debate. In any case, an understanding of quantum measurements might contribute to your understanding of other
concepts important in the search for human meaning, such as
free will and the arrow of time, so some awareness of new
developments in this area will surely stir up your thinking and
broaden your perspective.
In the last analysis, can a satisfactory description of the physical world fail to take explicit
account of the fact that it is itself formulated by
and for human beings?
—A.J. Leggett3
Links between information theory and other sciences –
This is the topic I was pointing toward in the reflection which
opened this chapter. Our worldviews and sense of meaning of
course operate in terms of information, because they consist of
ideas. But the information used to express ideas is stored and
changed through its representation in some physical form:
scribbles on a sheet of paper, electrons in a computer,
molecular structures in our genetic code, etc. There is much
interesting and ongoing work in molecular biology,
thermodynamics/statistical mechanics, quantum theory, and
other areas involving the interface between information and its
physical representation.
Cognitive science/psychology – As we discussed in Chapter
5, improvements in understanding how we appropriate
information into our worldviews are obviously very important.
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The process of incorporating our knowledge of the universe
into the perspective from which we live each day involves a
very different style of learning than just memorizing abstract
facts. There is much ongoing work in this area that can provide
new ideas to try in your own efforts.
Complexity and self-organization – The relevance of this
topic to our efforts was discussed in Chapter 5. This is a relatively new science, so many of the core insights we’ll want to
be aware of are still very much under development.
Research directly impacting our sense of what it means to
be human – Rapid advances in areas such as biotechnology
(e.g. genetic engineering and cloning) and computing power
(artificial intelligence, etc.) are already starting to turn
previously philosophical discussions about what it means to be
human into pressing, pragmatic issues.
Historical origins of the separation between science and
meaning – A better understanding of how and why the rift
emerged in the first place will provide insight into how to repair
it. At the same time, it will help make sure we don’t discard
important aspects of the scientific method when we apply it to
research questions whose answers may provide insight about
human meaning. Of course, much work has been done on the
history of science and the attitudes of society about science.
Work in this area continues, and new developments will likely
help shed light on our own individual thinking about these
questions, and help us focus on linking this work to the
practical questions of how to change attitudes and reconnect
science and meaning.
Understanding why people reject scientific ideas – In
allowing insights from science to be more readily assimilated
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into worldviews, it is important to learn exactly what we may
sometimes be looking for that we think a scientific worldview
cannot provide, and which we may turn to “pseudosciences” or
other sources to find. In many cases, I think, we are mistaken in
the belief that we must reject scientific information about the
universe in order to find what we’re looking for. Thus there is
value in trying to more clearly identify some of the key features
of what we are looking for, understand why we think these
features are incompatible with a scientific view of the universe,
and evaluate whether they may in fact be compatible (though
perhaps in a modified form) with what science has revealed
about nature.
In ending this chapter, I’d like to repeat that these were just
a few examples to illustrate an approach to investigating the
universe which is guided by the search for insights and
perspective into our place and role. Please use the examples as
a guide for identifying areas that matter most to you, and
incorporating new insights from these areas of science into your
search.

Reflection and Discussion
• What areas of scientific research seem most interesting and
exciting to you? What do you follow and look for in the
newspaper, etc.? Try to zero in on these topics and consider
exactly what makes them so interesting to you. Which topics
seem to give you the feeling of being connected to the mystery
of things?
• Look back at your answer to the last Reflection and
Discussion question in Chapter 3 (What new facts could be
discovered that would strike you as evidence that this is a
meaningful universe?). How might different areas of research
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connect to the answer you gave, to help provide you with the
information you seek? Which kinds of research seem most
important to you, on that basis?

7. Toward a New
Relationship with Science
Summary: This final chapter summarizes and reemphasizes the vision of what things might look like if we
achieved the relationship with science I’ve been building
and advocating throughout the book. It also recaps some
of the challenges we face in trying to live in a way that
maintains conscious connections to the broader universe,
and invites you to accept the challenge and embark on the
amazing adventure of making your daily life more
meaningful and connected to the cosmic processes you are
a part of. Ultimately, the value of learning and understanding the universe is in how we express that understanding through the way we live each moment of our
lives.
We study the story [of the universe] primarily in order to
live the story.
— Brian Swimme1

Let’s review where we stand now. We recognize that as
individuals, we seek to guide our lives by some context that
gives meaning and significance to our decisions and actions.
Perhaps the essential problem of life boils down to the need to
feel that it matters, at this instant, what we decide to do next.
We need to believe we are not helpless. We’d like to believe
that there is some meaning and some kind of real fight, in
connection to which it matters that we muster our strength,
exert our will, and make choices that seem right in some wellgrounded context. So we struggle to make that context
intellectually honest—that is, to reflect accurately the external
reality we all experience and share. Uncovering insights about
this external reality falls within the domain of science. We need
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to formulate for ourselves a relationship with science that is not
alienating, which puts us on its map and invites us to consider
how its insights affect our worldview.
A scientific description of the stage or framework we live in
does us little good unless it makes explicit connection to the
immediate, pressing decisions we face in everyday life. Many
of these decisions seem small and prosaic compared to the
grandeur of a vast universe encompassing billions of light years
in space and billions of years in time. Knowledge of the context
which has made our existence possible gets its power only
when it can be translated into a form that impacts the countless
tiny decisions that together make up our lives, our societies,
and all that we do as humans.
For many people, science has had a negative connotation in
relation to their search for meaning and purpose in their lives.
As discussed in Chapter 4, scientific investigation has revealed
information that has been destructive of many worldviews
within which we have taken a sense of meaning, revealing some
of the knowledge claims associated with these worldviews to be
inconsistent with reality. But I’d like to convey a much more
optimistic, hopeful message. Is it really so surprising that
learning more about the world should reveal flaws in our
conception of it? Why take this in such a negative way? If we
truly believe in meaning, we should rejoice in finding helpful
tools in our search, a long search, to bring us closer to what this
meaning might actually be.
In the previous chapters I have tried to build up the
argument that insights from science are important tools for
helping to construct the worldviews that ultimately guide our
lives. Our worldviews dominate our choices and our lives, even
when we’ve nearly forgotten these worldviews exist. A greater
awareness of the insight-building capacity of science will help
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us to make more complete use of its tools. This awareness
consists of four key elements: 1) Our lives boil down to the
choices we make. 2) We construct maps for ourselves that
guide these choices. 3) Science has much to say about the maps
we want to make (if we think it matters to make good maps).
4) We must make a conscious effort to extract information from
science in a way that will help do this—the insights will not fall
naturally out of most types of research, and this effort is very
different from just focusing on the technological implications of
science.
One component of this effort will need to occur within parts
of the scientific community. We’ll need to continue working to
present and practice science in a way that invites and
encourages people to naturally assimilate its key insights as
part of their individual worldview-building process. People are
working to do this, and change occurs, gradually. It is perhaps
not so surprising that we haven’t yet done this very well. Even
some of the most basic and fundamental insights from science
are less than a few hundred years old, spanning very few
generations of people. There hasn’t yet perhaps been time to
really assimilate many of the ideas into our perspectives. But
the good news is, you don’t have to wait for any of this change,
in order to get started on your own. That’s one of the
wonderful things about science—it truly is available to
everyone, everywhere. All you have to do is look around, and
ask questions. You can start making real, concrete progress in
connecting your life to the broader context, in making your life
more meaningful (in whatever way you define meaning for
yourself), beginning right now. You can start being bolder in
thinking about the implications of the science as you learn it,
using what you learn to direct your questioning process and ask
seriously, “What could be a meaningful place for me, given
what I know? How can I allow the science to touch the
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problems of my life, help me build a map that puts myself on it
in a way that is satisfying to my inner need for meaning, but is
also consistent with what we learn through science about the
universe?”
So in this final chapter I’d like to bring us back to action and
a direct link to what we do with each minute of our lives. All
the theoretical understanding in the world is meaningless if it
doesn’t become a part of who we are, how we live each instant.
These everyday instants, after all, are the real stuff of life.
They define us and characterize who we are and how we
impact our society and our world. And they are all that we can
ever directly control. The greatest, most heroic accomplishment
we could ever imagine for ourselves still must be achieved by
piecing together actions selected from the choices available to
us each day. If anything we accomplish really matters, then
these everyday choices must matter. So here I’d like to suggest
an operational framework for moving forward. We need a
concrete way to make progress in small, manageable steps,
starting from where each of us is right now, toward objectives
that are part of our immediate lives, but are grounded in a much
bigger context.
Here’s a broad outline of this framework—the details are of
course unique to each individual. I sense that our own feelings
of uncertainty about what we’re doing here reflect something
very fundamental about our universe: a universe that explores,
that is working toward something, but is “uncertain” and is
trying things out as it goes along. So now, very recently,
beginning just a million years ago or so, the universe has
perhaps had a breakthrough on this tiny little planet in a tiny
corner of itself. It has created a fundamentally new aspect of
itself that has become aware of this uncertainty, and is able to
create ideas of how things might be, independent of the truth or
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falsity of the idea in reality. We can dream; we can
hypothesize; we can formulate models and stories of what
we’re doing here. And we can try them out, see how they
work, and modify them if they don’t quite work right. We do
this with our form of government, with our school systems,
with our choice of college major or choice of career, with our
choice of friends, with everything about our personal and social
lives. But like the universe we are a part of, we seem to have no
direct line to truth. All we can do is keep trying things out, and
trust the feelings that come to us every once in a while, that tell
us there is something behind all this, perhaps only dimly
perceived, but still something that matters and is worth striving
for.
So just get started. Look at your own situation. Look at
what’s going on in your life. Start thinking about how to put
yourself in a position to believe, concretely and honestly, that
there is something fundamentally worth doing, that is within
your power to do. How can you begin to organize your
activities around putting yourself into a state of mind in which
you fully believe you are doing what matters, and are working
to gain the powers needed to do things that matter?
As we go through a day, we’re continually evaluating our
feelings and inclinations to do things, labeling some as “good
and valuable,” to be followed, and others as “bad” or irrelevant
or somehow not valuable to act on. Pick out a few of these
things, a few of these feelings or choices, and start tracing them
back to their origins. What objectives do you have in mind, that
lead you to think of them as good or bad? Your personal
worldview from Chapter 1 might be helpful here as a starting
point. What assumptions are you making about how the world
works, in deciding which things you will or will not do? What
assumptions are you not so sure about, that you’d like to
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investigate further or learn more about? What information might
you need to build a solid worldview around these things, a
background context in which they get their meaning? Some
examples to get you started are the job you’re working in,
where you live, what products you buy, what food you eat,
whether and how often you exercise, the people you like, and
what hobbies you enjoy.
After you’ve identified some of the important things going
on in your life, start thinking concretely about how they fit into
what else is going on in the world. Just let yourself try out
scenarios as real, direct attempts at considering what it means
that the universe has the properties we observe it to have. You
can start very small with things you directly observe. Why do
things consistently fall when you drop them? Why are there so
many different life forms around? But you can also take
advantage of what many generations of explorers have
uncovered, read about things they have learned, and use those
insights. In any case you can always start from where you are
right now, and ask, “What does it mean, to me and to my sense
of place in things, that some property of the universe is like
that?” Everything has a context. You are in charge of
constructing your own understanding of that context, and you
can begin now to make progress with each observation, each
thought, each connection you make. You don’t need to get
everything “right” from the start. The important thing is to
have a starting point, a way to move forward. The scenarios
you generate are working worldviews that place some of these
things into a context and help you find out what you need to
know next, while giving you a guide to start with for now. And
by building and adapting your worldview out of questions from
daily life you ensure that the worldview you develop will be of
immediate, practical use to you.
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As you collect together some of these ideas about what
seems important to you, combined with information from
science about how the world seems to work, you can start
looking for patterns to give you some insight into where you
think you’re trying to head with your life, and how this might
fit into some sort of meaning that could be what’s going on in
the universe. Then you can generalize to give yourself tentative
guiding principles for how you want to live, to guide your
immediate decisions. For example, a very simple description of
a worldview for giving meaning to your life might consist of
these three elements: 1) Here are some rules to guide your
behavior, stated in absolute and unchanging form. 2) Here are
the feelings and impulses you will experience, some of which
will push you toward, and some away from, the rules. They are
largely irrelevant to the rules (or may even work in direct
conflict to the rules). They are just impulses that will make you
feel inclined to do certain things. 3) Your goal is to follow the
rules, regardless of the impulses.
An alternative scenario, again expressed in simple terms,
might suggest that the various impulses we feel are a collection
that has been built up over a long process of evolution, with
new impulses put down on top of old ones as we developed
and circumstances changed. Perhaps some of the old impulses,
still buried within our makeup, were valuable in the past, but
may be outmoded now if they developed in response to
circumstances from long ago. Thus we feel the conflict of
suppressing some impulses and encouraging others, based on
knowledge that can adapt much more quickly than our
instincts.
It’s worth asking whether you believe either of these basic
models, or some more complex version of them. It’s also worth
noting that your understanding of science and the perspective it
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gives on how we got to our current state certainly has a
significant impact on how you feel about these scenarios.
Once you get the hang of looking at your daily life in this
way, you’ll be able to stop and ask yourself, “What am I doing
(or thinking) right now?” and answer in a way that goes far
beyond the activity itself, putting the activity into a context of
meaning that you are gradually building up for yourself.
Imagine living most of your life with a conscious awareness of
the context of which you are a part, of the network of
processes that sustains you and puts you where you are. This
can bring a greater awareness of how your own choices and
actions right now will affect this network, hopefully bringing
greater meaning into the world. We tend to lose our sense of
wonder and our sense of motivation when we are too narrowly
focused on our immediate surroundings—when we fail to see
the larger web that our action fits into. Imagine having a clear
worldview for guiding your choices into harmony with the
overall scheme of things, for filtering the activities you engage
in on the basis of whether you can see them contributing to
something bigger.
From this perspective, life events take on a new meaning.
I’m not just filling out income tax forms; I’m participating in a
flow of information that allows resources to be organized in
certain ways to further certain social goals that are also part of
the cosmic processes. I’m not just falling in love; I’m
expressing powerful feelings that are a product of the stars, the
sun, the Earth’s ecosystem, the development of consciousness,
etc., and which express something meaningful about all these
processes. I’m not just planting seeds in the ground to get it
over with so I can move on to more fun things. I’m working
within the constraints of the universe to tap into a process that
enables food to grow by harnessing the energy of the sun, so I
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can have energy for carrying out other activities that are a part
of my worldview. When I go to work, I’m not just making
money to support my family. I see how having a family
connects my life to future generations, what role those future
generations will play in an ongoing process of the evolution of
the universe, etc. We often carry out actions we perceive as
pointless or irrelevant, because we think we somehow “should”
do them. Having a clear worldview helps us remove things from
the “should” category, and put them solidly into either the
“valuable” or the “irrelevant” category.
The challenge is to think about your actions and decisions in
the context of these scenarios, and to engage in the continual
process of modifying and adapting your scenarios as you learn
new things. Imagine how wonderful, powerful, and meaningful
it would be to be able to ground every decision and every action
in a scenario (consistent with what science has revealed)
describing what the universe is doing and how your individual
action fits in.
The development of a worldview and the use of it to make
major decisions can still seem a little abstract. People don’t
generally ask themselves, “Why am I an electrical engineer?” or,
“Why do I recycle?” every day. So here are a few points about
how this change in thinking can directly impact the way you
live:
1. When worries arise in your life, your worldview can give
you a concrete framework for asking yourself what the
feelings and thoughts are based on, so you can make some
sense out of the feelings and gain enough perspective to not
let them control you. You have a framework for asking, “Are
my concerns really important? Do I need to be worried about
this, in the bigger context of things?” You can place yourself
within your overall context (as stated or modified from the
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end of Chapter 1) and ask what your worldview says about
this situation.
2. Understanding your own worldview and the assumptions
it is based on tends to make you more tolerant of other
people. Ultimately disagreements come down to different
core assumptions that go into a worldview. Bringing these
points out into the open allows you to have an intelligent
and fruitful discussion about the validity of the core
assumptions, rather than nitpicking about conflicting details
that are really just a necessary, logical consequence of the
core assumptions. No real progress is ever going to be made
in the argument until you are able to move to a level at which
you address the core assumptions and investigate their
validity. Otherwise, you’ll just each be stating your
opinions, from within different, incompatible, worldviews.
3. Having a well-articulated worldview makes you more
confident or at least decisive about your actions. Even if you
end up being “wrong,” you can explain and defend why you
did what you did. You’ll know it made sense according to the
best framework you had to go on at the time, and that’s
really the best you can be expected to do. Articulating your
worldview forces you to be concrete and deliberate about the
foundations for your preferences. Often we feel conflicts
because we don’t have a clear framework for deciding which
thoughts or actions matter and which do not, so we act halfheartedly. We can do something, with a part of us knowing
all the while that we don’t really think this is important in
the overall scheme of things. We watch television, knowing
we might be better off doing something else, but without
having a clear enough idea about how this something else
would matter, to motivate us to do it (or on the other hand,
without having a clear enough idea of how watching
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television might matter in the scheme of things, to stop
feeling guilty and enjoy the full benefit of watching the
show). Spelling out your worldview and relating it to what
seems to be really going on in the universe allows you to ask,
“Do I really think it matters that I do —? Does it serve some
overall objective for the universe, as I currently understand
that objective?” Imagine the power and sense of motivation
that can come from living your life in this way. For each
action, you will either be fully aware of how it matters
because it fits into some part of your worldview, or you’ll be
aware that it does not fit, so you’ll have the confidence to
decide not to do it. You’ll be much less likely to do
something just because of convention or because of pressure
exerted by others through guilt or other means. You can
simply ask what your worldview says about the choice. If it
fits in, you’ll be able to do it, wholeheartedly. If not, you’ll
be able to confidently turn it down. Of course, it’s not quite
that simple, and we’re constantly modifying and updating
our worldviews even when we are fully conscious of them.
But at least it gives you a solid framework to operate from.
4. It’s liberating to realize that you actually can explore and
experiment to build up your worldview. You realize we
don’t know the answers, but you can try out possibilities
and make real progress even without knowing absolute
answers. Life is a wonderful adventure!
5. You’re a much better problem solver when you have this
perspective. You more easily “get to the bottom of things”
(i.e. to the fundamental level). You’re calmer because you
have a sense of perspective about the problems you face in
life, and you aren’t constrained by conventions. You see the
assumptions on which conventions are based and can
investigate them directly, to see if circumstances have
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changed so that actions which may go against these
conventions are actually better serving the overall objectives
you perceive.
These pages have probably given you many more questions
than answers. I think this is as it should be, since we are near
the very beginning of what will likely be a long search to
understand our role in the universal context, and the answers
may well be different for each individual. We’re still seeking
directions in which to set out to even begin to look for some of
the answers. So I leave you to consider again the questions that
I think express the essence of the suggestions I have offered for
finding such a direction:
Do we believe that behind all the concerns, struggles, and
details of daily life, there is something that truly matters in
some way? Does it make a meaningful difference what we
decide and how we act? Surely we don’t yet know with any
certainty how it matters, but do we think that in some way it
does matter? You of course are free to answer that it does not,
in which case the search (and this book) are unlikely to interest
you. It’s not necessary to believe that anything we decide or do
actually matters at all. But most of us certainly behave as if it
matters a great deal. Any argument we make or strong belief we
hold about anything implicitly assumes some background
against which it does make a real difference what we do. So for
those of us who are persuaded by the gut feeling that it is
significant, somehow, what we do and think, we are left with
another question: How can we organize a productive search
that will make progress in understanding what matters, and
how it matters? Don’t we need the insights and methods
provided by science, in order to enable us to gain enough
context about what’s going on in the universe to be able to
search effectively? My hope is that through a new relationship,
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a new partnership between science and each individual looking
to live a significant, meaningful life, new opportunities for
progress in this search will be opened. We need the drive to
find out what matters, the need for meaning, which comes from
within each of our hearts. But we also need the power of
science to filter claims about the world, to distinguish ideas that
work from those that do not work.
In any case, for each of us with open eyes and an open mind,
the search seems sure to be an exciting journey, revealing a
world that is far from ordinary. I wish you a journey filled with
wonder, surprise, and meaning.

Reflection and Discussion
• What can you do right now to start living more actively and
consciously “in the universe” as you perceive it and express it
through your worldview? Set alarms or arrange other reminders
a few times a day to stop and consciously ask yourself, “What
am I doing right now—what am I really doing?” Connect your
activity as widely as possible to the rest of the universe. What
system are you a part of, what objective are you working
toward, and how might that objective fit into a bigger scheme
that it contributes to? Can you tell a story about what you’re
doing that connects it to the Earth and the sun and the stars and
the rest of the stage as you perceive it? If you can learn to do
this, you’ll be in a much better position to make choices and
live deliberately, knowing you’re living in a way you could
defend to the best of your knowledge, as the best you could
possibly be expected to do.
• Make a list of what seems most important or valuable to you
in your life: morals, accomplishments, friends, family,
experiences you want to have, causes you want to support,
social changes you want to encourage, etc. Then look for
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common themes in what you value, articulate these themes, and
write them down. Now try to trace the foundations of these
things in how the world works. What do your values say about
what you think might be going on overall in the universe? What
might a concrete scenario look like, that incorporates your
values? See what information you need to build a solid
worldview around them, a background context in which they
get their meaning. See what new information you’d like to have
about the world in order to clarify or expand or modify this
context. We’re always feeling conflicts over the choices we
must make, knowing there is not time to do everything that
crosses our minds as “yeah, I’d like that or would like to do
that.” So it’s valuable (though difficult) to concretely try and
establish scenarios for a real foundation of what’s going on in
the universe that could make your preferences ultimately
valuable. For each of your preferences that does have a solid
grounding, there must be some such scenario—we just don’t
usually force ourselves to articulate it. Try to make the scenario
real and conscious and concrete for yourself. Often the things
that are really important to you will emerge more clearly in the
process of doing this, and those which are not so important can
be more easily dropped. For example, if you think it is
important not to hurt anyone, what could be behind things that
would make this a natural part of what the universe is doing?
How does this mesh with the properties we have learned about
the universe through science?
If you’re feeling really ambitious, also try to find a place in
your worldview for the things you decide don’t really matter.
What story can you tell about why they exist, why you feel
tempted to do them, if they are not really important things to
do?
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• From all these lists you’ve been making, try to extract a
guiding principle; something to direct your choices in a simple,
easy-to-remember way. Then you can continue to work more
abstractly on grounding this in terms of your worldview, but in
the meantime you’ll have a simple way to guide your daily
choices, knowing that deeper thinking is behind it, but without
having to recreate that thinking at every decision point (good
luck trying to think through your whole worldview for every
decision!). As a simple example, asking, “How will this action
help the universe better experience the feeling of magic and
wonder?” could be a guiding principle.
• Suppose you somehow knew with certainty that there was
absolutely no meaning in the external universe—nothing outside
of the meaning you create for yourself. What would you do in
that case; how would you choose to live? You would still have
the feeling that some things matter more than others; you
would still make choices; you would still be faced with daily
life just as you are now. What might you decide on as the
things that matter? By imagining how you might create meaning
from your current situation, right now, in the absence of any
external standard, you free yourself to really think about what
is necessary for the kind of meaning you value, and to then look
for it in the real universe.
• What would you most like to change about your current
situation? Why? This is a key piece of a worldview—we act
primarily to change conditions we find ourselves in, so focusing
on why we want change and how we achieve it provides a good
starting point for increasing awareness of how we believe we
relate to the rest of the universe.
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